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Foreword

Foreword
This hand-book describes main production activity lines of the company DoorHan. It is intended for the
companies, which are engaged in designing buildings and structures for residential and industrial purposes as
well as the surrounding areas. It can also be useful for building companies, which perform installation of moving
enclosing structures and loading equipment.
The hand-book contains presentation and engineering information, which helps:
• to become acquainted with all range of modern technical solutions, which are offered by the company
DoorHan for buildings and the adjacent areas;
• to make optimal choice of products DoorHan within frames of a project specifications;
• to design the building so, that after structural works have been completed, the object is ready for quick
and unhindered installation of DoorHan products;
• to avoid design errors, which can cause increase of construction and mounting costs as well as unreasonable
commission time extension.
The company DoorHan, located in Odintsovo district, Moscow region, is a manufacturing holding group of
companies, which has been working at the market of moving enclosing structures since 1994. In this period the
company DoorHan has established itself as a leader at the markets of Russia and CIS countries.
Due to its unique system of keeping products quality at a constantly high level and application of innovative
methods of production, the company DoorHan compares favorably with other manufacturing companies.
Export of products DoorHan to CIS countries, Europe and Asia encourages increase of national production
competitiveness and build-up of material and technical resources of domestic industry.
The company DoorHan pays much attention to innovative developments. Every year the holding assigns
considerable money funds for purchasing new equipment and modernization of the existing equipment.
Investment in advance factory faculties and research and development activities allows to use advance technologies
at production.
Many process solutions of the company DoorHan do not have world analogues and are confirmed by author’s
certificates. Besides, the company develops new standards for mobile enclosing structures in accordance with
public requirements and modern technologies.
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Foreword

One of the main directions of the company’s development activity is rise of mobile enclosing structures energy
efficiency. For that the company cooperates with the Research Institute of Building Physics of Russian Academy
of Architecture and Building Science. Within this project a consulting research-and –technology centre has been
established on the premises of the company DoorHan.
The company DoorHan can be considered as a unique one not only for the above said reasons. The parent
company DoorHan is the only producer of the whole range of hardware for all types of gates, rolling shutters
and loading equipment in Europe.
DoorHan products meet the requirements of the international standards and are certified in Russia and abroad.
One of the main principles of the company lies in working only with those suppliers, who gave a good account of
themselves. That is another reason of high quality products manufactured by the company DoorHan.
An extensive network of manufacturing and storage facilities and competent logistics allow to minimize
hardware delivery terms. For the time being the company DoorHan comprises 3 plants, 21 industrial warehouses,
10 sale offices. Such structure enables to provide products and repair parts to any site in the territory of Russia and
CIS countries within a time period from 1 day. Currently more than 8000 companies, located in the sales territory
of the company, render installation and aftersale services covering DoorHan products.
The company DoorHan production activity comprises the following segments:
• “DoorHan – gate systems”;
• “DoorHan – rolling shutter systems”;
• “DoorHan – loading system”;
• “DoorHan – door systems”;
• “DoorHan – aluminium systems”;
• “DoorHan – automation systems”;
• “DoorHan – quick-erecting modular systems”.
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DoorHan sectional gates

DoorHan sectional lifting gates are intended for installation in premises for various use, which have
openings for entry and exit of vehicles. Due to the fact, that the gates open by raising, considerable
saving of the space inside and outside the premises is achieved. The general construction of the gates
consists of a leaf, guides, which determine lift type, a gate leaf balancing system and an electric
operator (see Page 2). Depending on the type of premises, where the gates are to be installed,
namely, depending on anticipated intensity of use, the sectional lift gates are divided nominally in
garage gates (series RSD02) and industrial gates (series ISD01 and ISD02), that is shown through
choice of the balancing system and the electric operator. Wide choice of colors and textures for
DoorHan sectional gates, variety of optional equipment, possibility to produce the gates with width
and height up to 8 m allow to find optimum alternative for any premises. Only DoorHan sectional
lift gates fully comply with the Russian civil design standards, are certificated and have certificates
of conformance (see Page 93).

Gate leaf with “folds” (series RSD02, ISD01,
ISD02)

Gate leaf with “folds” and built-in windows
(series RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Gate leaf “cassette” (series RSD02)

Gate leaf with “folds” and built-in wicket
(series RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Combined gate leaf made of sandwich panels
with “folds” and panoramic sections (series
ISD01, ISD02)

Gate leaf made of panoramic sections
(серия ISD02)
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Design of DoorHan sectional gates of series RSD02, ISD01 and ISD02

The gate leaf consists of sandwich-panels, which are positioned horizontally and connected by hinges.
The leaf balancing system is fastened on the lintel over the aperture, or, if the lintel is not high enough,
on horizontal sections of the guides. When opening, the gate leaf moves smoothly inside the premises
by means of the roller system along the guides bottom-up, when closing it moves top-down. The guides
are fastened to the walls inside the premises at the left and at the right of the aperture, the horizontal
sections, positioned parallel with the ceiling, are fastened to it. For additional sealing, a horizontal girder
with bidirectional seal is mounted on the top of the aperture.
Lintel height and ceiling form determine gate design, gate lift type and type of electric operator used for
gate automation.
1
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gate leaf balancing system
End U-shaped support bracket
Upper profile
Guides for gate leaf
Adjustable bracket with rollers
Vertical angles
Bottom cover
Spring failure safety device
System of fastening horizontal guides to the ceiling
Special stops

Main advantages of DoorHan sectional gates:
• thermal insulation,
• sound isolation,
• hermiticity,
• energy saving,
• corrosion resistance,
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Top seal
Hinges
Gate leaf consisting of sandwich panels
Lock
Side cover
Handle
Bottom bracket with cable break safety device
Bottom profile
Bottom seal

•
•
•
•

safety system,
long-term durability,
high automation level,
wide variety of design solutions and
accessories.

DOORHAN SECTIONAL GATES

Specifications
Specifications

ISD01 И ISD02

Reduced heat transmission resistance

RSD02
1,13 m • С/W
2

Sound isolation

0

24 дб

Wind load

460 Pа (458 km/hour)

Air tightness

-

Water tightness

5 m3/(h • m2)
250 Pa

Lift force

250 N

150 N

Burning quality group

Г2 as per GOST R 30244-94

Flammability group

В2 as per GOST R 30402-96

Gate leaf weight

11,2 kg/m2

Lift types

The company DoorHan produces sectional gates with the widest choice of the most commonly used lift
types, which correspond with the whole range of possible mounting conditions. It is offered 11 lift types for
different architectural features of premises and design of lintel and ceiling.

Standard lift
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

High lift, with double curve
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

High slanted lift, drum from
below (ISD01, ISD02)

Low lift, drum from the front
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

High lift, drum from below
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Vertical lift
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Low lift, drum from behind
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Standard slanted lift
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

High lift
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

High slanted lift
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)

Vertical lift, drum from below
(RSD02, ISD01, ISD02)
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Sandwich panel structure

15 mm

Pasted-in energoflex
- modern heat insulation, nonhygroscopic
and tearproof material

95 mm

No “ cold bridge”
- the rupture enables thermal resistance of gates, the panels do not
freeze through in the joints
Steel reinforcement for hinges
- prevents hinge loosening and increases burglar resistance

95 mm

Protective film 0,05 mm
Polyester 25 micron
Zinc 275 mg/m2
Steel sheet 0.45 mm

95 mm

Zinc 275 mg/m2
Epoxy ground 5 micron

“Folds”

40 mm thick panels meet the requirements of the GOST R 31174-2003 and provide stable
thermal insulation from +70 to -50 0С

40 mm

95 mm

95 mm

Foamed polyurethane
- the most efficient thermal insulator, applied for panels. Thermal conductivity of panels is equal
to brickwork with thickness of 2 bricks.

No “cold bridge”
Steel reinforcement for hinges
Pasted in energoflex
25 mm

Sandwich panel specification
Parameter
Sound isolation factor

Value
24 (DIN 52210) dB

Reduced heat transmission resistance

2.0 m2 • 0С/W

Fire resistance

B2 (DIN 4102)

To ensure thermal insulation and strength of
sectional lift gate leaf, 40 mm thick sandwich
panels are used, which fully comply with GOST R
31174-2003 and European standard NF EN 13241-1.
The sandwich panels consist of two 0.45 mm thick
galvanized steel sheets and are filled with high
quality heat insulator – foamed polyurethane,
application of which increases operation life of
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the gates and reduces heat losses and increases
energy saving. The front and back steel sheets of
the panel are not curled to each other, that’s why
there is no “cold bridge” and the panels do not
freeze through.
In the joints the foamed polyurethane is isolated
with moisture absorbing seal – energoflex. In
places, where hinges, connecting gate panels, are
fastened, a reinforcement for hinges is installed.
The reinforcement consists of steel plates,
which ensure high strength of connections and
increase rigidity and burglar resistance of the gate
structure.

DOORHAN SECTIONAL GATES

Design
•

6 panel textures - plain, fluted, panel with central flute, corrugated, corrugated with central groove,
cassette;

Plain panel
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

•

Fluted panel
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

Corrugated panel
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

Panel “cassette”
(series RSD02)

Corrugated
panel with
central groove
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

3 types of panel surfaces – flush, stucco embossed, wood embossed;

Flush
(series RSD02, ISD01)

•

Panel with
central groove
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

Stucco
(series RSD02, ISD01)

Wood grain
(series RSD02, ISD01)

8 colors in accordance with international RAL-card – signal white (RAL 9003), sepia brown (RAL
8014), signal blue (RAL 5005), moss green (RAL 6005), wine red (RAL 3005), white aluminium (RAL
9006), green beige (RAL1000) and signal grey (RAL 7004).

RA L 9003
signal white
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 8014
sepia brown
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 5005
signal blue
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 6005
moss green
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 3005
RA L 9006
wine red (series white
RSD02, ISD01)
aluminium
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 1000
green beige
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

RA L 7004
signal grey
(series RSD02,
ISD01)

The panels can be painted in any colour
according to the international RAL-card. The
colours can be distorted by printing out, use
the original RAL-card.

Accessories
Windows made of shockproof glass will provide natural lighting. Windows can have decorative cross or
rhombus inserts of metal golden casement (size - 452x302 mm).

Series RSD02

Series RSD02

Series RSD02

Minimal distance from the left and from the right of the window to the shield is 200 mm.
Minimal distance from the top and from the bottom of the window to the panel edges is 0 mm.
Minimal distance between the windows is 80 mm.

Industrial sectional lift gates with built-in windows are also available, which special design ensures
tight fit of the windows to the gate leaf, to protect it from freezing through and to avoid heat loss
along the perimeter of the window (sizes - 635х330 mm, 607х202 mm).

Series ISD01, ISD02

Series ISD01, ISD02

11
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Crossbar lock is made of high quality steel and is equipped with double-ended control. It can be installed
on all types of sectional lift gates.

Series ISD01, ISD02

Series RSD02

All sectional lift gates DoorHan are equipped with special handles which have ergonomic shape and
enable easy manual opening of gates.

Series RSD02, ISD02

Series ISD01

Series RSD02, ISD02

Built-in wicket
The built-in wicket, as an optional piece of equipment,
enables entering the premises when the gate is closed. Due
to the improved design and a specially designed system of
aluminium profiles, the wicket is very reliable. To ensure
hermeticity and thermal insulation of the gate, a double seal
system is installed along the wicket perimeter. DoorHan offers
two types of wickets - standard wicket and modernized one.

Technical parameters and specifications for installation of wicket
Standard wicket
Dimensions: width - 800 mm, height - from 1700 to 2100 mm (option).
Can be built-in if the gate leaf is from 1.6 to 4.5 m.
Admissible threshold height is from 140 to 400 mm (option)
Side distances from the wicket to the gate leaf shall not be less than 400 mm.
Modernized wicket
Dimensions: width - 800 mm, height - from 1700 to 2000 mm (option).
Can be built in, if the gate leaf is from 2.8 to 6 m.
Admissible threshold height is from 70 to 100 mm (depending on the used bottom profile).
Side distances from the wicket to the gate leaf edges shall not be less than 1000 mm.
You can not install the modernized wicket in the upper panel of the gate leaf. It shall be installed so, that the
upper and bottom profiles of the wicket are not cut into the sandwich panels but they shall be connected to their
joints.

12

min 200 mm

min 400 mm

800 mm
max 1200 mm

min 80 mm

min 400 mm

130 mm (if panoramic panel)

145 mm

Position of wicket and
windows in sectional gate
leaf (modernized wicket)

If panoramic panel, then
� up to middle of panel = Hpan./2 (mm);
� up to top of panel = Hpan. – 115 (mm)

200 mm

Position of wicket and windows in sectional gate leaf (modernized wicket)
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Hpan.

min 1740 mm

min 200 mm

min 150 mm

575

min 200 mm

min 1000 mm

800 mm
max 1200 mm

min 80 mm

105 mm (if panoramic panel)
min 1000 mm

Position of wicket and
windows in sectional gate
leaf (modernized wicket)

Position of wicket and windows in sectional gate leaf (modernized wicket)
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Hpan.

min 1740 mm

min 200 mm

min 150 mm

Series ISD01 industrial sectional lift gates

DoorHan industrial sectional gates
DoorHan of series ISD01

DoorHan industrial sectional lift gates of series ISD01 can be installed in the apertures of production
buildings, warehouses, workshops, terminals and other industrial objects, where they shall meet stricter
requirements in comparison with garage gates.
As such gates are intended for heavy duty operation, special technologies are applied to ensure their
faultless long-term operation and high durability.

Design

Design solutions for industrial sectional gate DoorHan of series ISD01 are presented on Page 12.

Base package and options
Base package:
• Spring mechanism intended for up to 25000
opening/closing cycles
• Spring failure safety device
• Cable break safety device
• Rubber bumpers and buffers (depending on
the selected design)
• Handle-footstep
• Latch
• Set of technical documentation

Options:
• Spring mechanism intended for up to 50000,
75000 and 100000 opening/closing cycles
• Two types of windows
• Wicket with linear door closer
• Optional cable safety device
• Crossbar lock
• Automation
• Manual chain operator

Safety devices
The base package of the sectional lift gates
includes cable break safety devices and spring failure
safety devices. Optional cable safety device prevents
both cable break and unauthorized opening of the

gate. If the area of the industrial gates exceeds 10
m2, the optional cable safety device is included in
the base package and installed on default.
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Height

Table of permissible dimensions for series ISD01 gates

Width

AUTOMATION
Electric shaft operators are used for automation of industrial and panoramic sectional lift gates and are
suitable for all lift types. If a shaft operator is installed on standard or low lifts, buffers shall be used.

DoorHan SHAFT-30

18

FAAC 540 BPR

GFA 5.24/14.21

DoorHan SHAFT-60/120

Series ISD01 industrial sectional lift gates

Main advantages of electric operators:
• can be used with any gate lift type;
• electric operator is installed immediately on the shaft, fastening is made to the wall using one
bracket;
• electric operator’s rotational moment can be increased (of maximal area of automated gates) by
installation via chain gear;
• remote wireless control of electric operator;
• easy-to-use system of built-in hand chain electric operator in case of power cut;
• control boards of electric operators are resistant to voltage jump and unstable work of mains;
• three-position control station with 6 m cable is included in the package.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optional equipment and safety devices:
external receiver,
photocells,
signal lamp,
remote control,
key-button for control,
module for control from cellular phone,
optosensors,
light signal,
open wicket sensor.

Requirements for mounting site

«Четверть» (боковое расстояние, необходимое для свободного монтажа/демонтажа привода на вал при наличии препятствия сбоку от торсионного механизма)
должна составлять минимум 250 мм.

1. 4-core low voltage control cable (included in the package).
2. Power cable 2х1.5 mm2 220 V, 50 Hz or 4х1.5 mm2 380 V, 50 Hz (according to the electric operator model).
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DoorHan SHAFT-30

DoorHan SHAFT-60/120

SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply
Rotational moment

SPECIFICATIONS
~ 220 V , 50 Hz
30 Nm

Power supply

Shaft-120
~ 380 В, 50 Гц

60 Nm

120 Nm

Motor speed

1400 rpm

Hole for shaft

25,4 mm with key groove

Motor speed

1400 rpm

8m

Hole for shaft

25,4 mm with key groove

Hand chain length
Shaft speed
Ratio
Weight with chain
Dimensions

32 rpm

Rotational moment

Shaft-60
~ 220 В, 50 Гц

Hand chain length

43:1

Shaft speed

22 kg

Weight with chain

370х230х100

Dimensions

Thermal protection

120 0C

Thermal protection

Intensity

50 %

Intensity

Oil quantity

0,25 l

Oil quantity

Engine power

370 W

Engine power

Operation temperature

from -40 to +45 0C

FAAC 540

12 m
22 rpm
25 kg
370х230х100
120 0C
50 %

60 %
0,5 l
550 W

Ingress protection rating

IP44

Operation temperature

from -40 to +45 0C

GFA 5.24

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Supply voltage

~230 V +/-10 %, 50 Hz

Shaft diameter

Motor monophase

однофазный 1450 rpm

Rotational moment on shaft

25,4 mm
50 Nm

Power consumption

800 W

Static moment of engine

200 Nm

Consumption current

3,5 А

Maximal gate weight

2000 kg

Capacitor capacity

20 mf

Shaft speed

24 rpm

Heat protection

140 0C

Engine power

370 W

Intensity

40 %

Supply voltage

1х230 В, 50 Гц

5

Control voltage

24 V

Maximal amount of sequential cycles
Gate shaft

Current rating

3,5 А

Shaft speed

23 rpm

Intensity

40 %

Moment on shaft

50 Nm

Max amount of shaft turns

Maximal amount of shaft turns
Maximal amount of shaft turns
Ingress protection rating
Engine weight

25,4 мм with key groove

20

24

Temperature range from

IP54

Ingress protection rating

IP65

from -40 to +45 0C

Electric operator weight

15 kg

from -30 to +40 °С

14 kg

Тип масла

FAAC OIL XD220

Oil amount

0,9 l

GFA 14.21
SPECIFICATIONS
Shaft diameter

25,4 mm

Потребляемый ток

Rotation moment on shaft

140 Nm

Intensity

Static moment of engine

450 Nm

Max amount of shaft turns

Maximum gate weight

600 kg

Temperature range

Shaft speed

21 rpm

Noise level

Engine power

450 W

Ingress protection rating

IP54

Supply voltage

3х230/400 V, 50 Hz

Weight of electric operator

16 kg

Control voltage

230/24 V

20

3,1/1,8 А
60 %
20
from -30 to +40 °С
<70 dB

Series ISD01 industrial sectional lift gates

RECOMMENDED STANDARD SOLUTIONS
Choice of electric operator depends on gate leaf area:
• up to 18 m2 - SHAFT-30
• up to 20 m2 - FAA C 540
• up to 25 m2 - GFA 5.24 (Ingress protection rating IP65, can be used in car wash)
• up to 28 m2 - SHAFT-60
• up to 40 m2 - SHAFT-120
• up to 52 m2 - GFA-14.21 (Ingress protection rating IP65, can be used in car wash)
General obstacles for installation of electric operators
• Side distances do not allow installing an electric operator immediately on shaft (in this case by installation
intermediate chain gear Transchain is used).
• Shaft position does not allow reliable fixation of an electric operator with the bracket towards the wall
(in this case by installation intermediate chain gear Transchain is used).
• There is no supply 380 V for three-phase electric operators.
• There is no wicket or additional passage opening in the gate (in case of power cut the gate can not be
opened from outside).
• Input cables for photocells are not laid.
• Separate laying of high voltage/low voltage cables is not provided for (it can cause failures in work of
the operator and safety devices).
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DoorHan panoramic sectional gates of series ISD02

DoorHan panoramic sectional gates of series
ISD02 consist of panoramic sections entirely or
partially and are installed in the buildings with
glazed facades and shop windows, motor shows,
where maximal view of internal space is required.
They are equal in strength to the series ISD01
industrial sectional lift gates due to the fact,
that the panoramic sections are made of special
aluminium profiles. In order to increase energy

saving and thermal insulation properties of gates,
the company DoorHan offers to combine the
panoramic panels with the sandwich panels as well
as to use the aluminium profiles T-bridge, which
have thermal insert made of polyamide.
The panoramic sectional lift gates ISD02 are
completed with the same safety devices and the
base hardware as the industrial sectional lift gates
of series ISD01 have.

Panoramic panel with system of
aluminium profiles T-BRIDGE

Panoramic panel

SYSTEM T-bridge

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE

POLYCARBONATE ,
SHOCKPROOF POLYCARBONATE,
PLEXIGLAS

POLYCARBONATE,
SHOCKPROOF
POLYCARBONATE,
PLEXIGLAS

SYSTEM T-bridge

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE

SPECIFICATIONS
Wind load
Water impermeability

Class 5 (200 km/h)
Class 1 (water pressure 30 P а)

Lift force

up to 40 kg

Gate leaf weight

RAL9003
Signal
white

22

RAL8014
RAL5005 RAL6005
Sepia brown Signal blue Green

17 kg/m2

RAL3005
Wine red

RAL9006
White
aluminium

RAL1000
Beige

RAL7004
Signal grey

The panels can be painted in any colour according to the
international RAL-card. The colours can be distorted by
printing out, use the original RAL-card.

DoorHan panoramic sectional gates of series ISD02

For glazing of panoramic gates materials resistant to mechanical effects are used, these are polycarbonate, shockproof polycarbonate or plexiglas.
They have special coating, which prevents occurring condensate on the double glass. The plexiglas

is available in several colours, and the profiles can be
painted in any color according to the RAL-card, that
enables a common color solution for the panoramic
gate and the façade of the building or the interior.

Polycarbonate

Shockproof polycarbonate

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Value, mm

Thickness of acrylic double glass

22

Panel height is calculated
dynamically
On the basis of aperture height

maximal - 650
minimal - 370

Maximal aperture width without
sommer

900

Maximal aperture width with
sommer

6000

Maximal shield height

8000

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Value, mm

Thickness of shockproof
polycarbonate double glass

22

Panel height is calculated
dynamically on the basis of aperture
height:

maximal - 650
minimal - 370

Maximal aperture width without
sommer

3190

Maximal aperture width with
sommer

6000

Maximal shield height

8000

Plexiglas
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Thickness of Plexiglas double glazing unit

16 mm

Weighted sound absorption

22 dB

Panel height is calculated dynamically on the basis of aperture
height:
Maximal aperture width without sommer

maximal value - 650 mm
minimal value - 370 mm
3190 mm

Maximal aperture width with sommer

6000 mm

Maximal shield height

8000 mm

Technical parameters of panoramic sectional lift gates
Gates with standard glazing
Aperture dimensions:
•
width: 2000 - 6000 mm;
•
height: 2000 - 8000 mm.
Lintel height: not less than 150 mm.
Distance from aperture edge to the wall: not less than 140 mm.
Premises depth: gate leaf height plus 500 mm.
Dimensions of cell light:
•
height: from 370 to 650 mm;
•
width: not more than 1100 mm (at vertical lift and leaf width from 4.5 to 6 m light
width – not more than 900 mm).
Glazing: polycarbonate.
Gates with standard glazing and wicket

Gates with entire glazing
Aperture dimensions:
•
width: 2000 - 6000 mm;
•
height: 2000 - 8000 mm.
Lintel height: not less than 150 mm.
Distance from aperture edge to the wall: not less than 140 mm.
Premises depth: gate leaf height plus 500 mm.
Dimensions of cell light:
•
height: from 370 to 650 mm;
•
width: not more than 3190 mm.
Glazing: shockproof polycarbonate, plexiglas.
Gate with overall glazing (up to 3000 mm)
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Gates with composite glazing
Aperture dimensions:
•
width: 2000 - 6000 mm;
•
height: 2000 - 8000 mm;
Lintel height: not less than 150 mm.
Distance from aperture height to the wall: not less than 140 mm;
Premises depth: gate leaf height plus 500 mm.
Cell light dimensions:
•
height: from 370 mm up to 650 mm;
•
width: 3190 mm (at vertical lift and leaf width from 4.5 up to 6 m light width
is not more than 900 mm).
Glazing: polycarbonate.
Ворота с комбинированным остеклением и калиткой

Height

Table of permissible dimensions for series ISD02 gates
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Width

Series RSD02 garage sectional lifting gate

DoorHan garage sectional gate of series RSD02
DoorHan garage sectional lift gates of series RSD02 are used for closure of embrasures in the detached
garages and the garages attached to a house, as well as for any other buildings, which have small-size and
middle-size embrasures with low intensity of use. The special design and variety of lift types for garage
sectional lift gates allow installation in premises with any type of apertures: square, arched, asymmetric and
with chamfered edges.

Design
Garage sectional lift gates can be painted in any color according to the RAL-card, also wood-imitating
colors are available such as MAPLE, WOOD BROWN, CHERRY, WALNUT, GOLDEN OAK and GREEN OAK,
variants of panel types and textures are shown on Page 12.

Maple

Wood brown

Cherry

Walnut

Golden oak

Green oak

Base package and options
Base package:
• Spring mechanism intended up to 25 000
opening/closing cycles
• Guide system
• Gate leaf
• Bottom brackets with fine adjustment of
cable tension
• Rubber bumpers and buffers (depending on
selected construction)
• Handle
• Latch
• Capron cord for gate closing
• Set of technical documentation
• Spring failure safety device

Options:
• Crossbar lock
• Windows
• Wicket with linear door closer ( minimal shield
height 2130 mm)
• Cable break safety device
• Automation
• External release of electric operator (fastened
to lock handle)
• Universal PVC handle-footstep

Safety devices
The base package of garage sectional lift gates
includes a spring failure safety device, and optionally a cable break safety mechanism can be supplied,
which prevents gate leaf falling.

A crossbar lock, which can be installed additionally, is made of high quality steel and has bidirectional control, which prevents gate breaking.
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Table of permissible dimensions for series RSD02 gates
3000
2900
2800
2700
2600

Height
Высота

2500
2400
2300
2200
2130
2100
2000
1900

5000

4900

4800

4700

4500

4600

4300

4400

4100

4200

4000

3900

3700

3800

3500

3600

3400

3200

3300

3100

2900

3000

2800

2600

2700

2500

2300

2400

2100

2200

2000

1800

Width
Ширина
A wicket can be installed only, if shield height exceeds 2130 mm.
If width exceeds 4500 mm, reinforced hardware is used and an omega-profile is installed.

automation
Overhead electric operators are intended for
automation of small-size and middle-size gates with
low lift (drum from the front and from behind)
and standard lift (if other lift types are applied,
automation for industrial sectional gates shall be

DoorHan SE-750/1200

DoorHan SE-500

used) (lintel is up to 600 mm). The electric operator
is mounted to the ceiling and opens the gate via chain
gear. It is equipped with a guide, along which a slide
moves. The slide is operated by chain.

FAAC D600/1000

Main advantages of electric operators:
• remote control of the electric operators is available;
• electric operator serves as a lock – a self-locking reducer and a float code of radio control prevent
unauthorized use of the gate;
• easy-to-use release system in case of power cut;
• control boards of electric operators are resistant to voltage jumps and unstable work of the
mains.
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Series RSD02 garage sectional lifting gate

•
•
•

Optional equipment and safety devices:
external receiver,
photocells,
signal lamp,

•
•
•
•

remote control,
key-button for control,
module for control from cellular telephone
optosensors.

Requirements for mounting site
Electric wiring to the point of electric operator fastening - 220 V, 50 Hz.
Dimensions of guide for electric operators DoorHan SE-750/1200, FAA C D600/1000
3760/4760 mm

from 200 up
to 400 mm

Dimensions of guide for electric operator DoorHan SE-500
3400 mm

from 200 up
to 400 mm

FAAC D600/1000
SPECIFICATIONS
Model

D600

Supply voltage

D1000
+6/-10% 230 V , 50 Hz

Voltage on engine
Power consumption
Maximal force
Amount of cycles per hour
Minimal reserve by lintel
Light lamp
Light lamp work time

24 V
220 W

350 W

600 (~30 kg) N

1000 (~50 kg) N

20 (at load 28 kg and temperature 20 °С)
35 mm
~230 V 40 W max.
120 sec

Standard speed of slide (idle)

6,6 m/min

Low speed of slide (idle)

3,8 m/min

Slowdown speed

1,3 m/min

Noise level at standard speed
Slowdown travel
Built-in safety device

52
depends on installation
type 2

Maximal gate leaf width

5000 mm

Maximal gate leaf height

depends on installation

Ingress protection rating
Operating temperature range

IP20
from -20 to +55 °С
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DoorHan SE-750/1200
SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter

SE-750

SE-1200

Power

150 W

300 W

Energy saving feature
Pulling pressure

In waiting mode and when lighting is off
general energy consumption of the electric operator is only 8 В т
750 N

1200 N

Control type

electric microprocessor-based control, 24 V

Control mode

stepped (pulse)

Motor
Garage lighting
Speed
Setting
Work time limit
Fuses
Working frequency of remote controls coverage limit
Transmission
Protection class

24 V stepping
1x25 W max. Е 14
11 cm/sek, soft start and fine adjustment, electronic control
via digital menu on display
safety stop after 20 sec of continuous work
for accessories – 2.5 А , for motor 10 А
433 MHz/50 m
Chain gear
IP20 for dry closed premises

DoorHan SE-500
SPECIFICATIONS
Power consumption
Energy saving feature
Pulling pressure

100 W
6W
500 N

Control type

electric microprocessor-based control, 24 V

Control mode

stepped (pulse)

Motor
Garage lighting
Speed
Setting
Fuses
Working frequency of remote controls coverage limit
Transmission
Protection class

24 V DC
25 W
11 cm/sek, soft start and fine adjustment, electronic control
via digital menu on display
power supply: 2,5 A ; lighting: 2,5 A
433 МГц/50 м
цепная
IP20 for dry closed premises

РЕКОМЕНДУЕМЫЕ ТИПОВЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ
Solution depends on gate leaf area:
• up to 8 m2 - SE-500;
• up to 9 m2 - FAA C D600;
• up to 10 m2 - SE-750;
• up to 12 m2 - FAA C D1000;
• up to 16 m2 - SE-1200.
General obstacles for installation of electric operators
• Lintel dimension is less than 180 mm (installation of overhead electric operator is impossible).
• Garage depth is less than guide length (it will cause cut of guide and chain).
• Presence of protruding parts under the ceiling (it will be impossible to mount the guides under the
ceiling).
• There is no wicket in the gate or additional passage opening in the garage (an external release or electric
operator shall be installed, which is connected to the accumulator battery (FAAC)).
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Series RSD02 garage sectional lifting gate

•

•
•

There is no place for mounting the bracket for fastening the guide of the electric operator to the lintel,
or the place is occupied with the shaft support bracket (the guide of the electric operator will be
installed not in the centre of the gate but with side bias, that will complicate operation of the automatic
system).
There are no places for fastening the suspensions; if the lintel height exceeds 200 mm (it will be impossible
to mount the guide).
Separate laying of high voltage/low voltage cables is not provided for (can cause failures in work of
operator and safety devices).

TYPICAL ERRORS IN DESIGN OF APERTURES FOR INSTALLATION OF GATES
DoorHan SERIES RSD02, ISD01, ISD02

When designing premises and, particularly, its openings, the following essential points are to be
considered:
• there shall be no obstacles within coverage area of the gate (for example: communication lines, windows,
doors);
• lintel dimensions, side near-wall distances and garage depth shall be planned taking into account
requirements for mounting site;
• all electric wiring layout diagrams shall be taken into account.
Examples of incorrect design of premises and apertures, which are intended for installation of sectional
lifting gates:

NO beams must be
positioned in the gate
coverage area.
Premises depth shall
enable placing of
horizontal tracks.
There must be NO doors or
windows, which open inwards and
overlap the gate work area.

There must be NO pipes and other
communication lines, as well as cranes,
working area of which crosses the gate
work area.

Incorrect calculation of gate lift type:
•
if the aperture parameters are H=5 m, B=5 m,
lintel h=500 mm, a standard lift type shall be
selected;
•
but if S of the leaf = 5*5=25 м2 > 16 м2
(maximal area of leaf in case of standard lift),
the high lift type shall be selected, and lintel
dimension shall be increased up to 760 mm.
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SECTIONAL GATE: STANDARD LIFT

C

D

D

I

I
Variants of fastening to ceiling

C

B

B

C
Aperture width

(for shaft) operator

Leaf width

A�A (1:2)

B�B (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

C�C (1:2)

Fastening to metal

I�I (1:2)

Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional
gate in premises with lintel from 390 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (390�520 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+235 mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
STANDARD LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Aperture height

Leaf height

SECTIONAL GATE: STANDARD LIFT

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional
gate in premises with lintel from 390 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (390�520 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+235 mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
STANDARD LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR STANDARD LIFT

Intended for installation of sectional gates on
premises with lintel from 390 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (390�520 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+235 mm)

Places of fastening to wall

PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR STANDARD LIFT
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SECTIONAL GATE: LOW LIFT, барабан спереди

C
I

D

D

I

C
Variants of fastening to ceiling

B

B

A�A (1:2)

(for shaft) operator

(aperture)

Leaf width

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal

I�I (1:2)

Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional
gate in premises with low lintel
H � aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B � aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>270 mm)
A � height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
LOW LIFT,
БАРАБАН СПЕРЕДИ

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Aperture height

SECTIONAL GATE: LOW LIFT, барабан спереди

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gate
in premises with low lintel
H – aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>270 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
LOW LIFT,
БАРАБАН СПЕРЕДИ

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR LOW LIFT,
барабан спереди

Intended for installation of sectional gates on
premises with low lintel
H – aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>270 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)

Places of fastening to wall

PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR LOW LIFT, барабан спереди
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SECTIONAL GATE: LOW LIFT, DRUM FROM BEHIND

C

C
Variants of fastening to ceiling

B

B

(for shaft) operator

(aperture)
Leaf width

A�A (1:2)

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

Intended for installation of sectional gate
in premises with low lintel
H – aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>150 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
LOW LIFT, DRUM
FROM BEHIND

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Aperture height

SECTIONAL GATE: LOW LIFT, DRUM FROM BEHIND

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gate
in premises with low lintel
H – aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>150 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
LOW LIFT,
DRUM FROM BEHIND

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR LOW LIFT,
DRUM FROM BEHIND

Intended for installation of sectional gates
on premises with low lintel
H – aperture height (up to 4500 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 6000 mm)
h � lintel height (>150 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+110 mm)

Places of fastening to wall

PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR LOW LIFT, DRUM FROM BEHIND
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT

D

C

D

I

I
Variants of fastening to ceiling

C

B

B
Aperture width

(for shaft) operator

Leaf width

A�A (1:2)

B�B (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional
gates in premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>700 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL �250 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>700 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL �250 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR HIGH LIFT

Places of fastening to wall

Intended for installation of sectional gates
on premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>700 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL �250 mm)
A – Высота вертикальных направляющих (A=H+HL мм)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)

PREPARATION
OF APERTURE
FOR HIGH LIFT
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT с двойным изгибом

D

C

D

I

I
Variants of fastening to ceiling

C

B

B

(for shaft) operator
Aperture width
Leaf width

A�A (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal

I�I (1:2)

Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 3400 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (815 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL>485mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT

Maximal aperture area 8000 mm
Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT с двойным изгибом

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 3400 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (815 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL>485mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT

Maximal aperture area 8000 mm
Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR HIGH LIFT WITH DOUBLE CURVE OF GUIDES

Places of fastening to wall

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises with high lift
H – aperture height (up to 3400 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (815 mm)
HL – Height from horizontal tracks to aperture (HL>485mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+HL mm)

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR HIGH LIFT WITH DOUBLE
CURVE OF GUIDES
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT DRUM FROM BELOW

Variants of fastening to ceiling

C
D

D

I

I

C

B

B
Aperture width

(for shaft) operator

Leaf width

A�A (1:2)

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)
D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (1480 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=2H+500 mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT DRUM
FROM BELOW

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH LIFT DRUM FROM BELOW

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (1480 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=2H+500 mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH LIFT DRUM
FROM BELOW

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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секционные ворота: высокий подъем, барабан снизу
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SECTIONAL GATE: STANDARD SLANTED LIFT

D

D

C

I

I

C
Variants of fastening to ceiling

B

B

(for shaft) operator
Aperture width

A�A (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

Leaf width

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with slanted ceiling and lintel from 500 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (500…1500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…900) mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
STANDARD SLANTED
LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Aperture height

Leaf height

Depends on

SECTIONAL GATE: STANDARD SLANTED LIFT

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with slanted ceiling and lintel from 500 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (500…1500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…900) mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
STANDARD SLANTED
LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Places of fastening to wall

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR STANDARD SLANTED LIFT

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with slanted ceiling and lintel from 500 mm
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (500…1500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…900) mm)

PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR STANDARD SLANTED LIFT
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Depends on angle
of slope

SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH SLANTED LIFT

D

D

C

I

I

C
Variants of fastening to ceiling

B
B

(for shaft) operator
Aperture width

A�A (1:2)

Leaf width

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel and slanted ceiling.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>1350 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…900) mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH SLANTED LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Aperture height

Leaf height

Depends on

SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH SLANTED LIFT

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with high lintel and slanted ceiling.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>1350 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…900) mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH SLANTED LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR HIGH SLANTED LIFT

Places of fastening to wall

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with high lintel and slanted ceiling.
H � aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B � aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>1350 mm)
A � height of vertical tracks (A=H+(250…990) mm)

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR HIGH SLANTED LIFT
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SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH SLANTED LIFT DRUM FROM BELOW

D

D

C

I

I

C
Variants of fastening to ceiling

B

B

(for shaft) operator
Aperture width

A�A (1:2)

Leaf width

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)
D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>1350 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH SLANTED LIFT
DRUM FROM BELOW

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)

Aperture height

Leaf height

SECTIONAL GATE: HIGH SLANTED LIFT DRUM FROM BELOW

Installation of overhead operator

Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V

Intended for installation of sectional gates in premises
with high lintel and slanted ceiling.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (1600 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
HIGH SLANTED LIFT
DRUM FROM BELOW

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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Add if double�shaft
system is used

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR HIGH SLANTED LIFT

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (1600 mm)
A1 – height of vertical tracks (A1=H+150+430 mm)
– if single�shaft system is used
A2 – height of vertical tracks (A2=H+150+860 mm)
– if double�shaft system is used

Places of fastening to wall

PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR HIGH SLANTED LIFT, барабан снизу
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A1=H+150+430 (if single shaft system is used)

A2=H+150+860 (if double shaft system is used)

SECTIONAL GATE: VERTICAL LIFT

D

D

I

I

C

C

B
B

(for shaft) operator

Aperture width

A�A (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=2H+250 mm)

Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
VERTICAL LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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SECTIONAL GATE: VERTICAL LIFT

Leaf width

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 4x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V, 5x2,5 (380V)
Intended for installation of sectional gates in
premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=2H+250 mm)
Maximal shield area 64 m2
Maximal aperture area 8000 mm

SECTIONAL GATE:
VERTICAL LIFT

Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR VERTICAL LIFT

Places of fastening to wall

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks (A=2H+250 mm)

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR VERTICAL LIFT
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SECTIONAL GATE: VERTICAL LIFT, барабан снизу

D

C

D

I

I

C

B
B
(for shaft) operator
Aperture width

A�A (1:2)

B�B (1:2)

C�C (1:2)

I�I (1:2)
D�D (1:2)

Fastening to concrete
PVC dowel 8x70

D�D (1:2)

Fastening to metal
Tapping screw for metal 6,3x25

Tapping screw 8x70

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks

Maximal shield area 64 m2

SECTIONAL GATE:
VERTICAL LIFT

Maximal aperture area 8000 mm
Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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SECTIONAL GATE: VERTICAL LIFT, барабан снизу

Leaf width

Installation of shaft operator

Low voltage control cabling 3x0,5
Supply cabling 3x1,5 230 V (380V)
Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)
A – height of vertical tracks
Maximal shield area 64 m2

SECTIONAL GATE:
VERTICAL LIFT

Maximal aperture area 8000 mm
Maximal gate weight 890 kg
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PREPARATION OF APERTURE FOR VERTICAL LIFT, барабан снизу

Add if double�shaft system is used

А1=2Н�180 (if single�shaft system is used)

А2=2Н+250 (if double�shaft system is used)

Places of fastening to wall

Intended for installation of sectional gates
in premises with high lintel.
H – aperture height (up to 8000 mm)
B – aperture width (up to 8000 mm)
h � lintel height (>H+500 mm)

PREPARATION OF APERTURE
FOR VERTICAL LIFT,
барабан снизу
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DoorHan GARAGE DOORS

DoorHan GARAGE DOORS

DoorHan garage doors are intended for installation in a garage or any other premises for technical
use. DoorHan garage door is a sandwich panel construction, edged with powder painted aluminium
profiles, that gives the gate high corrosion resistance and increases its life time. A double seal
contour along the whole perimeter of the leaf eliminates draughts and increases sound isolation, as
well as prevents contact of the sandwich panel with the profile from its inside, and ensures thermal
insulation.
Due to use of the sandwich panels similar to those, which are used for the leaf of garage gates,
the door features are similar to the features of sectional lifting gates (hermeticity, sound and thermal
insulation etc.). Thanks to the fact, that DoorHan garage doors and garage gates can have common
design features, the go well together if installed in the same fasade. The garage doors are certified
and have certificates of conformances. (See Page 93).

Design of DoorHan garage doors

Both single-leaf and double-leaf doors with
inward/outward left/right hand opening are
available. In case of the double-leaf door one of the

leaves is fixed with two latches. The threshold of the
door can be of standard height 16 mm, or reinforced,
with height 68 mm.
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DoorHan garage doors

Design

There are several design options for doors:
• 6 panel textures - plain, fluted, panel with central groove, corrugated, “cassette” and corrugated
with central groove;

plain

•

corrugated

corrugated with
central groove

cassette

Stucco

Wood grain

6 colors imitating wood – MAPLE, WOOD BROWN, CHERRY, WALNUT, GOLDEN OAK
and GREEN OAK;

Maple

•

with central
groove

3 types of surfaces: flush, stucco and wood grain;

Flush

•

fluted

Wood brown

Cherry

Walnut

Golden oak

Green oak

8 colors according to the international RAL-card: signal white (RAL 9003), sepia brown(RAL 8014),
signal blue (RAL 5005), moss green (RAL 6005), wine red (RAL 3005), white aluminium (RAL
9006), green beige (RAL 1000) and signal grey (RAL 7004).

RAL 9003 RAL 8014
RAL 5005
signal white sepia brown signal blue

RAL 6005
RAL 3005
moss green wine red

RAL 9006
white
aluminium

RAL 1000
RAL 7004
green beige signal grey

The panels and the profiles can be painted in
any colour according to the international RALcard. The colours can be distorted by printing
out, use the original RAL-card.

Base package and options
Base package:

Options:

•
•
•

•

Door leaf composed of sandwich panels
Aluminium profile frame
Mechanical mortise lock

•

Installation of weather bar along the perimeter
of the frame
Electromechanical mortise lock

Furniture

The doors are equipped with reverse locks produced by the company DoorLock. The lock and the cylinder
have certificates of the second class burglar resistance. The lock is completed with a bell knob produced by
the company HOPPE. The bell knob is made of polished aluminium.

Permissible dimensions for installation of DoorHan garage doors
•
•
•
•
•

Aperture height - from 500 up to 2500 mm
Aperture width for single-leaf doors - from 500 up to 1500 mm
Aperture width for double-single doors - from 500 up to 2500 mm
Thickness of one leaf - from 300 up to 1300 mm
Thickness of door unit with frame - 45 mm.
By installation of the door, aperture decreases by 136 mm horizontally, and by 136 or 84 mm vertically
depending on the threshold type.
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DoorHan garage doors

Requirements for mounting site
The mounting site shall meet the following requirements:
• The upper part of the aperture and the floor shall be parallel with each other (check with a level and
a tape-measure), permissible variation is 4 mm per 1 m, but not more than 8 mm for all width of the
aperture.
• The aperture sides shall be parallel with each other (check with a plummet), permissible variation is 4
mm per 1 m, but not mote than 8 mm for all length of the aperture.
• The walls, situated near the aperture shall lie in the same plane (check with a long rule and a level),
maximal permissible deviation is 5 mm.
• Размеры монтажных зазоров (с учетом допустимых отклонений) составляют 8 - 35 мм.
• The edges and the surfaces of external and internal slants shall not have indents, solution influxes an
other damages, which height and depth exceed 8 mm.
• Defects shall be filled: friable sections of the surface shall be hardened, and empty spaces in the aperture
(for example, cavities on brickwork joints or hollows, which have appeared as a result of removal of door
boxes when replacing door units) shall be filled with rigid inserts.
• Gypsum plasterboard walls shall have embedded elements for fastening the door frame.
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Single-leaf garage door

A�A (1:1)
Distance dowel

B

B C
D

Variant of fastening
to metal

Variant of hidden
clearance between
frame and aperture

Tapping screw 5x30

Distance dowel

C

D

B�B (1:1)

Distance dowel

C�C (1:1)

Distance dowel

D�D (1:1)
Reinforced threshold

Standard threshold

Distance dowel

Single�leaf garage door
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Double-leaf garage door

B

B

A�A (1:1)

C
Distance dowel

Variant of fastening
to metal

Variant of hidden
clearance between
frame and aperture

Tapping screw 5x30

Distance dowel

C
B�B (1:1)
Distance dowel

C�C (1:1)

Reinforced threshold

Standard threshold

Distance dowel

Supply cabling 3х1,5 230V,
if electric lock is installed

Double�leaf
garage door
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

DoorHan folding and rolling gates

DoorHan folding and rolling gates are intended for installation in premises for industrial use, where
it is necessary to close large-sized apertures – in storage and garage facilities, motor depots, aircraft
hangars, motor shows etc.
The folding gate consists of vertical sections, which are connected to each other, and when
opening it concertinas and can move in one direction or slide in opposite directions. The rolling gate
also consists of vertical sections and can move either in parallel with the façade of the building or
transversely to the aperture and positioning along the side walls of the premises. Such method of gate
opening allows to use this gate in case of small near-wall distances.
Main advantages of DoorHan folding and rolling gates:
• can close large-sized apertures,
• corrosion resistance,
• easy-to-mount and easy-to-operate,
• no need in additional safety systems,
• easy and quick repair

Sandwich panel scheme

Foamed polyurethane, density 40gr/m3

Steel sheet
Steel profile

The sandwich panels, used for the leaf of folding
and rolling gates, consist of 0.8 mm thick steel sheets
and a warmth-keeper – foamed polyurethane and
2 mm thick integrated bearing profile. Hinges are
installed in the sandwich panel profile and multichamber rubber seal, resistant to ultraviolet radiation,
low temperatures and moisture, is installed along
the whole perimeter. Use of the integrated bearing
profile allows to fasten and, when required, to move
the hinge along the whole height of the gate leaves
height, as well as make the gate structure more rigid
and reliable.
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Specifications
Water impermeability without bottom guide

class 0

Water impermeability with bottom guide

class 2

Wind resistance

class 4

Thermal-conductivity coefficient 55 mm thick panel up to h=6 m

1,61 (м2 · 0С)/W

Thermal-conductivity coefficient 65 mm thick panel up to h=6-8,5 m

1,61 (м2 · 0С)/W

Thermal-conductivity coefficient of gate

0,63 (м2 · 0С)/W

Air impermeability

class 1

Amount of cycles

20 000

Gate weight 55 mm thick panel up to h=6 m

25 kg/m2

Gate weight 65 mm thick panel up to h=6-8,5 m

30 kg/m2

Burning quality group Г2 as per GOST R 30244-94

moderate burning

Flammability group В2 as per GOST R 30402-96

moderate flammability

Design features
Two types of leaf surface texture are available: flush and stucco 7 colors
according to the international RAL-card (grey white (RAL 9002), grey brown
(RAL 8019), gentian blue (RAL 5010), moss green (RAL 6005), flame red
(RAL 3000), white aluminium (RAL 9006) and anthracite grey (RAL 7016))
and 1 wood imitating color (GOLDEN OAK).
Panel textures

flush

stucco

7 standard colors

RAL 9002
Grey white

RAL 8019
Grey brown

RAL 5010
Gentian blue

RAL 6005
Moss green

RAL 3000
Flame red

The panels can be painted in any color
according to the international RAL-card. The
colors can be distorted by printing out, use the
original RAL-card.

RAL 9006
White
aluminium

RAL 7016
Anthracite
grey

Golden oak

Furniture
Handle “anti-panic”
If the system “anti-panic” is installed, you can open the door from inside without key, by pushing the
door handle or the special strap.
Windows
If a view of internal space, when the gate is closed, is required, the windows can be installed in the gate.
Two types of windows for folding and rolling gates are available: with plastic edging and aluminium edging.
Windows with aluminium edging are equipped with double glass and can be opened and closed.
Window dimensions

•
•
•
•

500 х 600 mm
500 х 800 mm
700 х 700 mm
580 х 880 mm

• 700 х 1000 mm
• 700 х 1500 mm
• 700 х 2000 mm
Round window with diameter 530 mm is also available.

Built-in wicket
Wickets can be installed in all sliding and folding
gates. The wicket allows to leave or to enter the
premises if the gate is closed. Both panoramic
section wickets and sandwich panel wickets are
available. A seal system and special profiles allow
to avoid limpness of the gate leaf and to prevent
heat losses.
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The company DoorHan offers 2 types of built-in
wickets for folding and rolling gates: with threshold
and without it. The wicket without threshold can
be used as an emergency exit. It is equipped with
a special handle “anti-panic”. The wicket and the
gate will have common design and colors.

DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Gate model-wicket type relationship
Gates with bottom guide

Gates without bottom guide
Wicket with
threshold

Model
1003/МO/S (3+0)

+

1004/МO/S (4+0)

+

1005/МO/S (5+0)

+

2006/МO/S (3+3)

+

1006/МO/S (6+0)

+

1008/МO/S (8+0)

+

2008/МO/S (4+4)

+

2012/МO/S (6+6)

+

2016/МO/S (8+8)

+

Model

Wicket
Without
threshold

With
threshold

1002/МО/900 -1800 (2+0)

+

+

2002/МО/90 -180 (1+1)

-

+

1003/МА/900 -1800 (3+0)

-

+

0

2003/МО/90 -180 (2+1)

+

+

1004/МО/900 -1800 (4+0)

-

+

2004/МО/900 -1800 (2+2)

+

+

2004/МО/90 (2+2)

+

+

2005/МА/900 -1800 (3+2)

+

+

0

2005/МО/90 -180 (4+1)

-

+

2006/МА/900 -1800 (3+3)

-

+

2006/МО/900 -1800 (4+2)

+

+

2008/МA/900 -1800 (4+4)

-

+

Калитка без порога. Врезается в ворота без нижней направляющей. Открывается только наружу.

Amount of leaf sections
Amount of leaves

1002

МО/S
МО - gate, which allow to install electric
operator on it
МА - gate, which does not allow to install
electric operator on it
S - installation of chain electric operator

0

0

0

Notation conventions for
folding gates

0

0

Калитка с порогом. Устанавливается в ворота любого
типа. Открывается внутрь и наружу.

Example
1003МА: folding gate with bottom guide, which
does not allow installation of electric operator, opens
in one direction, 3 leaves (3+0).
1003МО/S: folding gate with bottom guide,
installation of chain electric operator is possible, opens
in one direction, 3 leaves (3+0).

Notation conventions
for rolling gates
amount of leaf sections

ЕК1000/А
without notation – supported gate with
bottom guide
А - suspended gate with bottom guide
N - suspended gate without bottom guide

Example
ЕК1000: rolling supported gate, one-directional
opening.
ЕК2000/А: rolling suspended gate with bottom
guide, bidirectional opening.
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Automation

The company DoorHan offers 2 types of electric
operators for automation of folding and rolling
gates. The are chain operator and lever operator.
Folding gates with bottom guide and rolling gates
(1See Page 26 (operator model - DoorHan SE-1200).)
are automated with chain electric operator. The lever
electric operator is intended for opening and closing
of folding gates without bottom guide.
All electric operators produced by the company
DoorHan have low noise level and overheat protection,

they keep the gate in closed position effectively. The
electric operator stops automatically in case, if any
obstacle are detected. A 3-position control station,
which is included in the base package, is connected
to the control unit.
All types of the electric operators are supplied
with releases. The release is fastened using an
external mounting and serves for unblocking of the
gate in case of power cut.

Main advantages of electric operators:
• it is possible to install on gates with bidirectional opening one electric operator;
• remote control of electric operator is available;
• convenient system of electric operator unblocking in case of power cut;
• electric operator control cards are resistant to voltage changes and unstable work of the mains;
• the package includes a three-position control station with 6 m cable.

•
•
•

Optional equipment and safety devices:
external receiver
photocells
signal lamp

•
•
•
•

remote control
key-button for control
light signal
open wicket sensor

FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
(models - 1004/MO (4+0), 2006/MO (4+2),2008/MO (4+4))
Motor

O&O PL2

The electric operator is mounted on the
leaf to enable its turn by 90° folding. For move
the telescopic bar is used.
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Telescopic bars

Motor

DoorHan folding and rolling gates

FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
(models - 1002/MO(2+0), 2003/MO(2+1), 2004/MO(2+2))
Мотор

Рычаг

Рычаг

Мотор

O&O PL2

The electric operator is mounted on the support,
installed on the upper guide, due to that the leaf can
turn by 90° and 180°; For move levers is used.

SPECIFICATIONS

O&O PL2

Gates without bottom guide

Mains voltage

230V +/- 10% 50 Hz

Electric motor

4 outputs; 1400 rpm

Installation of electric
operator

Model and scheme

14 mf

1002/МО/900 -1800 (2+0)

+

220 W

2002/МО/90 -180 (1+1)

+

1:1178

1003/МА/900 -1800 (3+0)

-

1,18 rpm

2003/МО/90 -180 (2+1)

+

50 dNm (kilogram-force∙m)

1004/МО/900 -1800 (4+0)

+

20 %

2004/МО/900 -1800 (2+2)

+

Thermal protection

160 °C

2004/МО/900 (2+2)

+

Opening time by 90°

12 с

2005/МА/900 -1800 (3+2)

-

Opening time by 180°

24 с

2005/МО/900 -1800 (4+1)

+

Ingress protection rating

IP50

2006/МА/900 -1800 (3+3)

-

IP53

2006/МО/900 -1800 (4+2)

+

2008/МA/900 -1800 (4+4)

+

Capacitors
Capacity
Ratio
Speed
Rotational moment
Intensity

Ingress protection rating of
casing

0

0

0

0

FOLDING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE /ROLLING GATES
(models - 1003/MO/S (3+0), 1004/MO/S (4+0), 1005/MO/S (5+0), 1006/MO/S (6+0), 1008/MO/S (8+0), 2006/

MO/S (3+3), 2008/MO/S (4+4), 2012/MO/S (6+6), 2016/MO/S (8+8), EK1000, EK2000)

Electric operator with bidirectional rotation, it is fixed on the
support installed on the upper guide.

CASIT MR300-SEZ63
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Chain

Electric operator

Overhead loop
End switch

Upper support
with chain fastening

Chain tension

Cable
Upper
beam

Remote control
Deflecting mechanism

Intermediate supports

SPECIFICATIONS
MR300-SEZ63 (monophase)

MR300-SEZ63 (three-phase)

230 V, 60 Hz

400 V, 60 Hz

1,5 A

1,1 A

Capacity

300 W

350 W

Capacitor

20 mf

/

Mains voltage
Consumption current

Rotational moment

25 Nm

40 Nm

Shaft speed

42 rpm

42 rpm

Opening speed
Gate are

10 m/min

10 m/min

up to 30 m2

more than 30 м2

Requirements for mounting site
1. Low voltage control cable 3x0,5 mm2.
2. Power cable 2x1,5mm2 or 4х1,5mm2 according to electric operator model.
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

DoorHan folding gates
The company DoorHan produces two types of folding gates: folding gates with bottom guides
and folding gates without bottom guides.

Folding gates without bottom guide
Models - 1002/МО/900-1800 (2+0), 1003/МА/900-1800 (3+0), 1004/МО/900 (4+0),
2002/МО (1+1), 2003/МО/900-1800 (2+1), 2004/МО/900-1800 (2+2), 2005/МА/900-1800 (3+2),
2005/МО/900 (4+1), 2006/МА/900-1800 (3+3), 2006/МО/900 (4+2), 2008/МО/900 (4+4).

Base package:
1. Leaf consisting of steel 55 mm thick sandwich panels, hinges, rollers and rubber seals.
2. Upper guide.
3. Universal set of fastening elements.
4. Central catcher.
5. Handle.
6. Crossbar latches.
7. Brush seals.
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Folding gates without bottom guide

Models - 1004/МО/1800 (4+0), 2005/МО/1800 (4+1), 2006/МО/1800 (4+2), 2008/МО/1800 (4+4).

Base package
1. Leaf, assembled of steel 55 mm thick sandwich panels, hinges, rollers, rubber seals
2. Upper guide
3. Universal set of fastening elements
4. Central catcher
5. Handle
6. Crossbar latches
7. Bruch seals
8. Bracket for beam fastening
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Folding gates with bottom guide

Models - 1003/МО/S (3+0), 1005/МO/S (5+0), 1006/МО/S (6+0), 1008/МО/S (8+0),
2006/МО/S (3+3), 2008/МО/S (4+4), 2012/МO/S (6+6), 2016/МО/S (8+8).

Base package:
1. Leaf, assembled of steel 55 mm thick sandwich panels, hinges, rollers, rubber seals
2. Upper guide
3. Universal set of fastening elements
4. Central catcher
5. Handle
6. Crossbar latches
7. Bruch seals
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates
Folding gates without bottom guide
Width
Model

Height

1002/MO (2+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2002/MO (1+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1003/MA (3+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2003/MO (2+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1004/MO (4+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/E (2+2) 90

from 2250 up to 5000

0

2005/MA (3+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2005/MO (4+1) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/ma (3+3) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO (4+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2008/MO (4+4) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

1002/MO (2+0) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2002/MO (1+1) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2003/MO (2+1) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1003/MA (3+0) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1004/MO (4+0) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MA (3+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MO (4+1) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/ma (3+3) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2006/MO (4+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO (4+4) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1100

1250

1700

1800

1950

3500

4050

4200

4300

4450

2300

2500

2650

2800

2900

2950

4800

5550

5600

5950

7000

Folding gates without bottom guide (continuation 1)
Width
Model

Height

1002/MO (2+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2002/MO (1+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1003/MA (3+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2003/MO (2+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1004/MO (4+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/E (2+2) 90

from 2250 up to 5000

2005/MA (3+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MO (4+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2006/MA (3+3) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO (4+2) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2008/MO (4+4) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

1002/MO (2+0) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2002/MO (1+1) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

0

0

0

2003/MO (2+1) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1003/MA (3+0) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

1004/MO (4+0) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2005/MA (3+2) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MO (4+1) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2006/MA (3+3) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO (4+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO (4+4) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

0
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Folding gates without bottom guide (continuation 2)
Width
Model

Height

7050

1002/MO (2+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2002/MO (1+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

1003/MA (3+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2003/MO (2+1) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1004/MO (4+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2004/E (2+2) 900

8450

8950

12050

from 2250 up to 5000
0

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MO (4+1) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MA (3+3) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO (4+2) 90

0

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO (4+4) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

1002/MO (2+0) 180

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MA (3+2) 90

7450

0

2002/MO (1+1) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2003/MO (2+1) 180

0

from 2250 up to 6000

1003/MA (3+0) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2004/MA (2+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

1004/MO (4+0) 180

0

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MA (3+2) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2005/MO (4+1) 180

0

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MA (3+3) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO (4+2) 180

0

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO (4+4) 1800

from 2250 up to 6000

Folding gates with bottom guide
Width
Model

Height

1003/MO/s (3+0) 90

0

from 2250 up to 6000

1004/MO/s (4+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1005/MO/s (5+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

1006/MO/s (6+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

2006/MO/s (3+3) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

1008/MO/s (8+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO/s (4+4) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2012/MO/s (6+6) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2016/MO/s (8+8) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1950

2600

3400

3500

4000

5000

5100

5200

6400

6500

7600

Folding gates with bottom guide (continuation)
Width
Model

Height

1003/MO/s (3+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

1004/MO/s (4+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

1005/MO/s (5+0) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1006/MO/s (6+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2006/MO/s (3+3) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

0

1008/MO/s (8+0) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

2008/MO/s (4+4) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2012/MO/s (6+6) 900

from 2250 up to 6000

2016/MO/s (8+8) 90

from 2250 up to 6000

0

7700

7800

7900

8000

9800

9900

10000

10100

15200

15300

19600
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Summary table of dimensions for folding gates without bottom guides
by lay-on mounting and 900 opening

Models: - 1002/МО/900-1800 (2+0), 1003/МА/900-1800 (3+0), 1004/МО/900 (4+0),
2002/МО (1+1), 2003/МО/900-1800 (2+1), 2004/МО/900-1800 (2+2), 2005/МА/900-1800 (3+2),
2005/МО/900 (4+1), 2006/МА/900-1800 (3+3), 2006/МО/900 (4+2), 2008/МО/900 (4+4).

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction
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Models: 1002/МО/900�1800(2+0),
1003/МА/900�1800(3+0),
1004/МО/900(4+0),

DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Summary table of dimensions for folding gates without bottom guides
by lay-on mounting and 1800 opening
Models: - 1002/МО/900-1800 (2+0), 1003/МА/900-1800 (3+0), 1004/МО/900 (4+0),
2002/МО (1+1), 2003/МО/900-1800 (2+1), 2004/МО/900-1800 (2+2), 2005/МА/900-1800 (3+2),
2005/МО/900 (4+1), 2006/МА/900-1800 (3+3), 2006/МО/900 (4+2), 2008/МО/900 (4+4).

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

Models: � 1002/МО/900�1800 (2+0),
1003/МА/900�1800 (3+0), 1004/МО/900
(4+0), 2002/МО (1+1), 2003/МО/900�1800
(2+1), 2004/МО/900�1800 (2+2),
2005/МА/900�1800 (3+2), 2005/МО/900
(4+1), 2006/МА/900�1800 (3+3),
2006/МО/900 (4+2), 2008/МО/900 (4+4).

Summary table of dimensions for
folding gates without bottom
guides by lay�on mounting and
180 opening
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Summary table of dimensions for folding gates without bottom guides
by lay-on mounting and 1800 opening

Models: - 1004/МО/1800 (4+0), 2005/МО/1800 (4+1), 2006/МО/1800 (4+2),
2008/МО/1800 (4+4).

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction

В of construction
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

Summary table of dimensions for folding gates with bottom guides
Models: - 1003/МО/S (3+0), 1005/МO/S (5+0), 1006/МО/S (6+0), 1008/МО/S (8+0),
2006/МО/S (3+3), 2008/МО/S (4+4), 2012/МO/S (6+6), 2016/МО/S (8+8).

X = 660 mm
(460+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 660 mm
(460+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 860 mm
(660+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 860 mm
(660+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 1060 mm
(860+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 660 mm
(460+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 860 mm
(660+200 operator)
В of construction

X = 1060 mm
(860+200 operator)
В of construction
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support

H of aperture

Inside

outside
H of construction

Inside

outside

a) Internal mounting

View of catcher

outside

Inside
catcher

Inside

View of roller support
H of construction

H of aperture

outside

b) External mounting

Casing

Models
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF FOLDING
GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support

H of aperture

H of construction

Inside

outside

outside

Inside

a) Internal mounting

View of catcher

Inside
outside
catcher

Inside

View of roller support
H of construction

H of aperture

outside

b) External mounting

Casing
Inside
outside

Models
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF FOLDING
GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support

Inside

H of construction

Inside

outside

H of aperture

outside

a) Internal mounting

View of catcher

Inside
outside
catcher

b) External mounting

Inside

outside

outside

H of construction

H of aperture

Inside

View of roller support

Casing

Models
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF FOLDING
GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF FOLDING GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support

H of construction

Inside

outside

H of aperture

outside

Inside

a) Internal mounting

View of catcher

outside

Inside

catcher

b) External mounting

Inside

outside

Inside
H of construction

H of aperture

outside

View of roller support

Casing

Models
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF FOLDING
GATES WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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VARIANTS OF INSTALLATION OF OPERATOR FOR FOLDING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

В of aperture

B of construction

1st variant of motor installation
Quantity
of leaves

2nd variant of motor installation
Quantity
of leaves

width of operator 200 mm

VARIANTS OF INSTALLATION
OF OPERATOR FOR FOLDING
GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON AND CUT-IN MOUNTING OF FOLDING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support

a) Internal mounting

outside

H of construction

Inside

H of aperture

outside

Panel
turn
mechanism

Inside

Operator chain

Panel
turn
mechanism
View of bottom guide

Inside

outside

b) External mounting

View of roller support

Inside

Operator chain

outside

Panel
turn
mechanism
H of construction

Inside

outside

H of aperture

bottom guide

Panel
turn
mechanism

Models

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON AND CUT�IN MOUNTING
OF FOLDING GATES WITH
BOTTOM GUIDE
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ROLLING SUSPENDED GATES

ROLLING SUSPENDED GATES
The company DorrHan produces 3 types of rolling gates: suspended gates with bottom guide,
suspended gates without bottom guide and supported gates.

Rolling suspended gates
Models - EK1000A, EK1000N, EK2000A, EK2000N.

Base package:
1. Leaf assembled of steel 55 mm thick sandwich panels, hinges, rollers, rubber seals.
2. Upper guide
3. Bottom guide
4. Handle
5. Crossbar latch
6. Brush seals
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DoorHan folding and rolling gates

ROLLING SUSPENDED GATES
Models - EK1000, EK2000.

Base package:
1. Leaf assembled of steel 55 mm thick sandwich panels, rollers, hinges, rubber seals.
2. Upper guide
3. Bottom guide
4. Handle
5. Crossbar latches
6. Brush seals
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ROLLING SUSPENDED GATES

ROLLING SINGLE-LEAF GATES (MODELS: EK1000, EK1000N, EK1000A)
width
Количество
секций в полотне

height

2+0

From 2250 to 6000

3+0

From 2250 to 6000

4+0

From 2250 to 6000

5+0

From 2250 to 6000

6+0

From 2250 to 6000

2200

2800

4400

5800

7200

8600

ОТКАТНЫЕ ДВУСТВОРЧАТЫЕ ВОРОТА (МОДЕЛИ EK2000, EK2000N, EK2000A)
width
Количество
секций в полотне

height

1+1

From 2250 to 6000

2+2

From 2250 to 6000

3+3

From 2250 to 6000

4+4

From 2250 to 6000

6+6

From 2250 to 6000

2200

2800

5800

8600

11600

17200
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support without operator

H of construction

H of aperture

Inside

outside

Inside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

View of roller support with operator
chain

One�directional opening (model EK1000A)
outside

B of aperture
View of bottom guide

Inside

B of construction
outside

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000A)
outside

B of aperture

Inside

B of construction

bottom guide

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support without operator

Inside

outside

outside

Inside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

H of construction

View of roller support with operator

Inside

chain

outside

H of aperture

Casing

Casing
One�directional opening (model EK1000A)

B of construction

outside

Inside

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000A)

Wall

Inside

outside

outside

View of bottom guide

B of aperture

B of aperture

B of construction

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

H of construction

Casing

Inside

View of roller support with operator

outside

H of aperture

Inside

outside

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

a) Internal lay�on mounting

One�directional opening (model EK1000A)
outside

chain

Casing

B of aperture
View of bottom guide

outside

B of aperture

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000A)

Wall

B of construction

outside

Inside

Inside
B of construction

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

Inside

outside

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

a) Internal lay�on mounting

H of construction

Inside

View of roller support with operator

outside

H of aperture

Casing

Casing
One�directional opening (model EK1000A)

B of construction

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000A)

Wall

Inside

View of bottom guide

B of aperture

outside

outside

chain

outside
B of aperture

Inside

B of construction

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATES WITH BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

a) Internal lay�on mounting

H of construction

View of roller support with operator

Inside

chain

outside

H of aperture

outside

Inside

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

One�directional opening (model EK1000A)

Inside

Inside

B of construction

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000A)
outside

Wall

Inside

View of bottom guide

B of aperture

outside

outside

B of aperture

B of construction

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

a) Internal lay�on mounting

Inside

casing
H of aperture

H of construction

outside

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

View of roller support with operator

outside

Inside

chain

casing
One�directional opening (model EK1000N)
View of bottom guide

B of construction

Wall

outside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000N)
outside

B of construction

Inside

B of aperture

Inside

B of aperture
outside

Inside

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

a) Internal lay�on mounting

casing

H of construction

Inside

View of roller support with operator

outside

H of aperture

Inside

outside

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

chain

casing

One�directional opening (model EK1000N)
B of aperture

Inside

B of construction

View of bottom guide

outside

B of aperture

Inside

B of construction

outside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000N)

Inside

Wall

outside

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE

Inside

View of roller support without operator

Inside

casing
H of aperture

Inside

View of roller support with operator

outside

H of construction

outside

outside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

casing

chain

One�directional opening (model EK1000N)
B of construction

Inside

B of aperture

View of bottom guide

outside

B of construction

Inside

B of aperture

outside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000N)

Inside

Wall

outside

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
GATE WITHOUT BOTTOM GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR LAY-ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

outside

Inside

View of roller support without operator

H of construction

H of aperture

Inside

outside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

View of roller support with operator

outside

Inside

chain

One�directional opening (model EK1000)
outside

B of aperture
View of bottom guide

outside

Inside

B of construction

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000)

Wall

B of construction

outside

Inside

B of aperture

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
LAY�ON MOUNTING OF ROLLING
SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM
GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support without operator

Inside

Casing

H of aperture

H of construction

outside

outside

Inside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

View of roller support with operator

outside

Inside

chain

Casing

One�directional opening (model EK1000)
outside

B of construction
View of bottom guide

outside

Inside

B of construction

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000)

Wall

B of aperture

outside

Inside

B of aperture

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM
GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

View of roller support without operator

Inside

outside

Inside

H of construction

Casing

Inside

View of roller support with operator

outside

H of aperture

outside

a) Internal lay�on mounting

Casing

chain

One�directional opening (model EK1000)
outside

B of aperture
View of bottom guide

outside

B of aperture

Inside

B of construction

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000)

Wall

B of construction
outside

Inside

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM
GUIDE
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MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR CUT-IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM GUIDE

outside

Inside

outside
H of aperture

H of construction

Inside

View of roller support without operator

a) Internal lay�on mounting

Casing

View of roller support with operator

outside

Inside

chain

One�directional opening (model EK1000)
outside

Casing

B of construction
View of bottom guide

outside

Inside

B of construction

Inside

Bidirectional opening (model EK2000)

Wall

B of aperture

outside

Inside

B of aperture

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS FOR
CUT�IN MOUNTING OF ROLLING
SUPPORTED GATE WITH BOTTOM
GUIDE
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DOORHAN FIRE SLIDING GATES

DOORHAN FIRE SLIDING GATES

DoorHan fire sliding gates are intended for installation in apertures, positioned inside buildings
for various use, to prevent fire and smoke spreading in adjoining rooms. The gates are resistant to
fire and smoke due to use of a profile-ledge, which is installed on the gate leaf and the aperture.
The resulting labyrinth impedes penetration of smoke and a thermo expanding strap, positioned on
it, expands and closes the labyrinth in case of temperature increase. The above said properties of
the gate are intensified also due to use of a special sandwich panel filler – mineral cotton.
The fire gates are available in two types: single-leaf gates (series ВП 01) and double-leaf gates
(series ВП 01). In case of double-leaf gates a special system of seals along the perimeter of the
gate leaf is used. Due to that the gates have high thermal insulation property and smoke does not
penetrate through the places of leaf joint. Single-leaf gates can open in any direction along the
aperture and double-leaf gates can open in different directions.
The gates are intended for operation in explosive environment and premises at temperature
from – 20 0C to +45 0C and relative air humidity not more than 85%.

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

ВП 01 (EI 60)

Fire resistance rating, not less than

ВП 02 (EI 60)

60 min

Dimensions
Width (В)

2000-6000 mm

2000-8000 mm

Height (Н)

2000-5000 mm

2000-5000 mm

Closing force of gates without automatic closing system, not more than

150 Н

Gate assembly weight, not more than
At minimal dimensions

270 kg

435 kg

At maximal dimensions

1140 kg

1800 kg
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DOORHAN FIRE SLIDING GATES

SCHEME OF SANDWICH PANEL
The sandwich panels for fire gates have certificates for fire
resistance EI 60 and each consists of 2 steel sheets interlaid with
mineral cotton, which has high fire and heat resistance. The sandwich
panels are also resistant to the wide range of chemicals, oils and
dissolvents. Due to polymeric coating on the external surfaces the
sandwich panels are corrosion resistant.

Steel sheet

Mineral cotton layer

CONSTRUCTION
Single-leaf sliding gates

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gate leaf
Pole-catcher
Smoke protection profile
Bracket
Roller supports
Beam

7.
8.
9.

Handle
Bottom guide roller
Bracket for fastening of
electric operator to leaf
10. Chain guide
11. Electric operator

Double-leaf sliding gates

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gate leaf
7.
Smoke protection profile 8.
Bracket
9.
Roller supports
Beam
10.
Handle
11.

Bottom guide roller
Built-in door
Bracket for fastening of
electric operator to leaf
Chain guide
Electric operator

BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package
• Gate leaf
• Pole-catcher
• Smoke protection profile
• Bracket
• Roller supports
• Beam
• Handle
• Bottom guide roller

Options
• Electric operator
• Electric magnet with no-break power unit
• Flush fire door

Electric magnet
The electric magnet is intended for keeping the gate in opened position if slanted beam is used. After
receiving a signal from the fire safety panel, the electric magnet releases and the gate closes.
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DOORHAN FIRE SLIDING GATES

SPECIFICATIONS
Keeper holding force, not less than

350 kilogauss

Consumption current, not more than

24 VDC

Permissible voltage oscillation

220 мA
+50 % -10 %

LBH of body

188x42,5x26 mm

Weight

2,4 kg

Working temperature range

from -50 to +50 0С

Relative air humidity at 25 C up to

95 %

0

No-break power unit
The no-break power unit is intended for preventing unauthorized closing the gate when using an electric
magnet in case of voltage change or power cut.
SPECIFICATIONS
Transformer

linear

Mains voltage

187-242 V

Rated output voltage

24 V

Rated load current

1,3 А

Maximal load current

1,6 А

Transitory in pulse (5 sec)

3,0

Double amplitude of output voltage, not more than

48 millivolt

Voltage of protecting cutout of accumulator battery, not less than

20 V

Charging rate of accumulator battery, not more than

400 milliampere

Installed accumulator battery capacity, ampere-hour

7 (7+7 successively)

LBH

320х220х85 mm

DESIGN

The sliding fire gates are available with plain leaf in 8 standard colors according to the international RALcard: signal white (RAL9003), grey white (RAL9002), signal blue (RAL 5005), leaf green (RAL6002), ruby red
(RAL3003), white aluminium (RAL9006), signal grey (RAL7004) and light ivory (RAL1015) and any other color
according to the RAL-card.

8 standard colors

RAL 9003
signal white

RAL 9002
grey white

RAL 5005
signal blue

RAL 6002
leaf green

RAL 3003
ruby red

RAL 9006
white
aluminium

RAL 7004
signal grey

RAL 1015
light ivory

The panels can be painted in any color
according to the international RAL-card.
The colors can be distorted by printing
out, use the original RAL-card.

BUILT-IN DOOR

Upon customer’s request a built-in door can be installed in the gate leaf. The built-in door is equipped
with a hinge and a spring door closer. The door meets the same requirements, which are imposed on the
fire gates (standard leaf size is 2050x990 mm, overall size is 2140x1150 mm, threshold is 115 mm).

AUTOMATION

For automation of fire gates the electric operator DoorHan SE-1200 (see Page 26).
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D

B

B
Intermediate support (s)

Line of smoke protection profile on
leaf backside

B�В

С

E

SOLID GATE LEAF.
RIGHT HAND OPENING.

Fastening of roller support

E

Fastening of tube
to Ц�shaped profile

D

Angle fastening

С

SOLID GATE LEAF. RIGHT HAND OPENING.
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D

B

B
Intermediate support (s)

Line of smoke protection profile on
leaf backside

B�В

С

E

SOLID GATE LEAF.
RIGHT HAND OPENING.

Fastening of roller support

E

Fastening of tube
to Ц�shaped profile

D

Angle fastening

С

SOLID GATE LEAF. RIGHT HAND OPENING.
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B

Aperture edges coincide
with edges of the first bracket

B

C

C

APERTURE. RIGHT
HAND OPENING

F

E

APERTURE. RIGHT HAND OPENING
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B

Aperture edges coincide with
edges of the first bracket.

Equivalent table for beam slant angle and height
differences according to beam length

B

C

C

APERTURE. SLANTED BEAM.
RIGHT HAND OPENING

* Brackets for beam fastening shall be turned in
accordance with beam slant angle to ensure
alignment of bracket slot and beam hole.

F

E

APERTURE. SLANTED BEAM. RIGHT HAND OPENING
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Roller support in beam

B�B

E

C�C

Bottom roller

F

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.

150 (up to aperture)

Smoke protection vertical

D

Joint of vertical angle and leaf

G

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.

197

Roller support fastening

E

Fastening of tube
to Ц�shaped profile

D

Angle fastening

C

C

E

B�B

Intermediate support(s)

B

B

SOLID GATE LEAF.
LEFT�HAND OPENING

D

SOLID GATE LEAF. LEFT-HAND OPENING
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Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf backside

C

Roller support fastening

E

Fastening of tube
to Ц�shaped profile

D

Angle fastening

C

E

B�B

Intermediate support(s)

B

B

SOLID GATE LEAF.
LEFT�HAND OPENING

D

SOLID GATE LEAF. LEFT-HAND OPENING
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Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf backside

F

E

C

C

APERTURE. LEFT�HAND
OPENING OF LEAF

B

B

Aperture edges coincide with
edges of the first bracket.

APERTURE. LEFT-HAND OPENING OF LEAF
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*Brackets for beam fastening
shall be turned in accordance with
beam slant angle to ensure alignment
of bracket slot and beam hole.

F

E

C

C

APERTURE. SLANTED BEAM.
LEFT�HAND OPENING

Equivalent table for beam slant angle and height differences
according to beam length

B

B

Aperture edges coincide with
edges of the first bracket.

APERTURE. SLANTED BEAM. LEFT-HAND OPENING
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Smoke protection vertical

D

Joint of vertical angle and leaf

G

Bottom roller

F

D

C�C

G

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.

Roller support in beam

E

B�B

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.
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B

B

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

D

* Amount of supports can vary.

Left leaf

D

B�B

Right leaf

C

E

Roller support fastening

E

Angle fastening

SLIDING GATE

* By installation, pipe 40x20 shall be leveled along upper edge of vertical edge profile.

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

C

SLIDING GATE
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B

B

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

D

* Amount of supports can vary.

Left leaf

D

B�B

Right leaf

C

E

Roller support fastening

E

Angle fastening

SLIDING GATE.
WICKET IN LEFT LEAF

* By installation, pipe 40x20 shall be leveled along upper edge of vertical edge profile.

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

C

SLIDING GATE. WICKET IN LEFT LEAF
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B

B

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

D

Right leaf

C

E

Roller support fastening

E

Angle fastening

SLIDING GATE.
WICKET IN RIGHT LEAF

* By installation, pipe 40x20 shall be leveled along upper edge of vertical edge profile.

D

B�B

Left leaf

* Amount of supports can vary.

Line of smoke protection
profile on leaf back side

C

SLIDING GATE. WICKET IN RIGHT LEAF
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B

B

Bracket in aperture axis shall be installed first.

C

C

APERTURE OF DOUBLE�LEAF GATE

F

E

APERTURE OF DOUBLE–LEAF GATE

215

B

C

C

APERTURE. OF DOUBLE�LEAF GATE.
SLANTED BEAM.

Brackets for beam fastening shall be turned in accordance with beam slant angle to ensure alignment of bracket slot and beam hole.

B

F

E

APERTURE. OF DOUBLE-LEAF GATE. SLANTED BEAM.

217

Roller support in beam

B�B

E

C�C

Bottom roller

F

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.

150 (up to aperture)

Smoke protection vertical

D

APERTURE. SECTIONAL VIEWS.
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1. Install the operator guide in wall brackets for beam 95x88 fastening using a set of brackets
(right+left). The brackets for operator fastening are fastened to the wall bracket using tapping
screws.
2. Catch the operator link on the bracket for link fastening on the gate leaf roller support and fix with
a nut and a lock�nut so, that free rotation of the operator link around the linkage axis is possible.
3. Connect the operator motor and check system operability.
4. Limit the gate leaf travel (opening�closing) using internal stops (in beam 95) so, that the
gate�operator system functions sa it should.

Beam 95x88

Gate leaf

Bracket for link fastening

Operator link

INSTALLATION OF OPERATOR

Brackets for operator fastening

Operator guide

INSTALLATION OF OPERATOR
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DOORHAN FIRE AND MULTIFUNCTIONAL
TECHNICAL DOORS

DoorHan fire doors are intended for protection
against spread of fire and combustion products in
premises for various use as well as for protection during
evacuation of people and fire extinguishing. They are
very strong, have good thermal and sound protection
properties and are equipped with protection against
burglary. The fire door systems with fire-retarding
quality EI60 (GOST R 30247.2-97) are certificated
according to European and Russian standards and
meet the fire safety requirements provided in SNiP
21-01-97. The fire door units are produced at one of
the largest factories in Spain, which specializes in
production of fire doors.
DoorHan multifunctional technical doors are
intended for installation in internal apertures of
non-residential premises and can be additionally
equipped with thermal and sound seals. They meet
all requirement, provided by normative documents
(GOST R 31173-2003, SanPin 2.1.6.1032-01) and have

high performance figures, reliability and durability due
to use of modern engineering developments.
For production of the door units the materials
and hardware are used, which are supplied by such
companies as MYRIAD, ARCELOR, LAMPRE, TESA,
CIZA, GEZE, Eco-Schulte etc.
DoorHan fire doors and DoorHan multifunctional
technical doors can be with one leaf or with two leaves
and with right-hand, left-hand and reverse opening/
closing.
Optional access and safety devices for doors such
as electromechanical locks and anti-panic systems are
also available.
The electromechanical locks are used for automatic
opening/closing of a gate, using an ordinary key or
special access control systems. The anti-panic system
allows opening the door without key just by pushing
the door knob or the special strap.
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DESIGN
5 design series of door units are available: CLASSIC,
ECO CLASSIC, GAMACOLOR and INNOVA.
CLASSIC – galvanized steel sheet with powder
coating RAL7035 (light-grey) according to the
international RAL-card. Door frame colour corresponds
with door leaf color.
ECO CLASSIC – a special multifunctional door
series. The doors of this series have vent perforation ( a
group of holes) placed in leaf corners.
GAMACOLOR - galvanized steel sheet can have
either polymer-powder coating or coating with Lampre

PVC film.
• polymer-powder coating
The door frames can be painted in any colour
according to the RAL-card. The products are painted
on both sides and have stucco embossed surface. For
multifunctional doors such coating can not be made.
The door frame colour corresponds with the door leaf
colour.
• Lampre PVC film
Lampre PVC film is a very durable film.

Standard colour of polymer-powder coating

RAL 1003

RAL 1013

RAL 1015

RAL 3000

RAL 5010

RAL 5024

RAL 6000

RAL 6005

RAL 6034

RAL 7024

RAL 7035

RAL 7038

RAL 8011

RAL 8017

RAL 9001

RAL 9002

RAL 9003

RAL 9007

RAL 9010

RAL 9011

Standard colours of Lampre PVC film
Colour PVC coating (stucco embossed)

R8 red

А56 cream

В35 dark-blue

А17 ivory

V36 emerald green

R24 ruby

N12 grey

N3 black

В1 light-blue

V8 dark-green

G11 yellow

А47 white

DL78 cherry

DL10 pine

RW01 wenge

Цвет коробки соответствует цвету полотна.
Wood imitating PVC coating (woodgrain)

DL1 oak

DL63 old oak

DL88С mahogany

DL65 hazel

DL64 walnut

DL76 ash

Frame color – RAL 8017 chocolate brown.
Metal imitating PVC coating

F23 grey aluminium
(stucco embossed)

F16 aluminium (plain)

F12 stainless steel
(polished stainless steel)

Frame colour – RAL 9007 grey aluminium.
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Use of decorative coating INNOVA allows to realize individual design solutions for any premises. A special
catalogue of decoration themes is available. The door units can be also produced using graphic materials of
the customer (resolution not less than 600 dpi).

особенности конструкций

особенности определения открытия

Правая

Левая

Определять открытие двери необходимо со
стороны, когда дверное полотно открывается «от
себя». Открытие «от себя» в левую сторону - считается левым. Открытие «от себя» в правую сторону - считается правым.

Одностворчатые двери

Для двустворчатых дверей открытие определяется по активновной створке.
Правая

Левая

Двустворчатые двери

Реверсивные двери могут менять способ
окрытия - одна и та же дверь может иметь правый
или левый тип открытия. Оптимальное открытие
определяется на месте монтажа. Достигается это
путем переворота конструкции на 1800.
Одностворчатые реверсивные двери
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REQUIREMENTS FOR MOUNTING SITE

Width of the aperture shall be equal to width of the door, and height of the aperture shall exceed height
of the door by 10 mm.
The prepared apertures shall meet the following requirements:
• the shall be rectangular;
• surface of framing planes shall be even and smooth without plaster influxes and cracks;
• dimensional drift of vertical and horizontal working surfaces shall not exceed 1.5 mm.
Position of embedded plates, which are used by installation of DoorHan fire doors on door frames, is
shown below.
Места присоединения
Дверная коробка закрепляется в проем путем присоединения закладных пластин к пристенкам
проема с помощью крепежных элементов, в зависимости от материала стен.
Монтажные зазоры должны быть залиты цементным раствором или монтажной пеной (для противопожарных дверей необходимо использовать только специальную огнестойкую пену, убедитесь
в наличии противопожарного сертификата).

Single-leaf door
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DOORHAN FIRE DOORS
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRE DOORS
CHARACTERISTIC

Value

Reliability, opening/closing cycles*

the 15 000 opening/closing cycle

Density of insulating filling

not less than 150 kg/m3

Door opening and closing force

not less than 150 N

Sound insulation

not less than 30 dB

Door leaf weight

37.5 kg/m2

SINGLE-LEAF DOOR UNITS
BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:
• corner door unit;
• door leaf;
• hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and functions
as door closer);
• reverse lock;
• 2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
• fireproof door handles made of metal-filled plastic;
• expandable strip (3,5x30 mm);
• deafening seal;
• dismountable threshold
• protective cover for transportation, which are placed
between the frame and the door leaf;
• anti-removal finger, which is installed on the door
leaf.

Options:
• electromechanical locks;
• door closers (depends on door leaf weight and
size);
• electric magnets;
• alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically closes
double-leaf doors in right order - first the passive
leaf is closed and then the active leaf is closed);
• smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to the
door frame and to the ledge);
• glazing (square or round windows with area not
exceeding 0,25 m2 in one leaf and with thickness
depending on fire resistance class - from 6 to 25 mm);
• bump stops.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size, Lp x Hp

Internal dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

External dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

800 x 2050

800 x 2060

695 x 2006,5

783 x 2050,5

850 x 2084

890 x 2050

890 x 2060

785 x 2006,5

873 x 2050,5

940 x 2084

990 x 2050

990 x 2060

885 x 2006,5

973 x 2050,5

1040 x 2084

1100 x 2050

1100 x 2060

995 x 2006,5

1083 x 2050,5

1150 x 2084

1200 x 2050

1200 x 2060

1095 x 2006,5

1183 x 2050,5

1250 x 2084

1300 x 2050

1300 x 2060

1195 x 2006,5

1283 x 2050,5

1350 x 2084

800 x 2140

800 x 2150

695 x 2096,5

783 x 2140,5

850 x 2174

890 x 2140

890 x 2150

785 x 2096,5

873 x 2140,5

940 x 2174

990 x 2140

990 x 2150

885 x 2096,5

973 x 2140,5

1040 x 2174

1100 x 2140

1100 x 2150

995 x 2096,5

1083 x 2140,5

1150 x 2174

1200 x 2140

1200 x 2150

1095 x 2096,5

1183 x 2140,5

1250 x 2174

1300 x 2140

1300 x 2150

1195 x 2096,5

1283 x 2140,5

1350 x 2174

Nonstandard single-leaf door units can have width from 400 mm to 1300 mm and height from 1750 mm to 2950 mm.
Notation conventions
L = Door unit width
H = Door unit height
Lfm = Construction opening width
Hfm = Construction opening height
Lp = Opening width
Hp = Opening height
Li = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Hi = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
Lt = External dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Ht = External dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
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DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR UNITS
BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:
• corner door unit;
• door leaf;
• hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and
functions as door closer);
• reverse lock;
• 2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
• fireproof door handles made of metal-filled
plastic;
• expandable strip (3.5x30 mm);
• deafening seal;
• dismountable threshold
• protective cover for transportation, which are
placed between the frame and the door leaf;
• anti-removal finger, which is installed on the
door leaf.

Options:
• electromechanical locks;
• door closers (depends on door leaf weight and
size);
• electric magnets;
• alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically
closes double-leaf doors in right order – first
the passive leaf is closed and then the active
leaf is closed);
• smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to
the door frame and to the ledge);
• glazing (square or round windows with area
not exceeding 0.25m2 in one leaf);
• bump stops.

STANDARD DOOR DIMENSIONS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size,
Lp x Hp

Internal frame dimensions,
Li x Hi

External frame dimensions, Li x Hi

1200 x 2050
(600 + 600)

1200 x 2060

1105 x 2006,5

1193 x 2050,5

1260 x 2084

1200 x 2050
(800 + 400)

1200 x 2060

1105 x 2006,5

1193 x 2050,5

1260 x 2084

1300 x 2050
(650 + 650)

1300 x 2060

1205 x 2006,5

1293 x 2050,5

1360 x 2084

1290 x 2050
(890 + 400)

1290 x 2060

1195 x 2006,5

1283 x 2050,5

1350 x 2084

1400 x 2050
(700 + 700)

1400 x 2060

1305 x 2006,5

1393 x 2050,5

1460 x 2084

1390 x 2050
(990 + 400)

1390 x 2060

1295 x 2006,5

1383 x 2050,5

1450 x 2084

1500 x 2050
(750 + 750)

1500 x 2060

1405 x 2006,5

1493 x 2050,5

1560 x 2084

1600 x 2050
(800 + 800)

1600 x 2060

1505 x 2006,5

1593 x 2050,5

1660 x 2084

1780 x 2050
(890 + 890)

1780 x 2060

1685 x 2006,5

1773 x 2050,5

1840 x 2084

1980 x 2050
(990 + 990)

1980 x 2060

1885 x 2006,5

1973 x 2050,5

2040 x 2084

1200 x 2140
(600 + 600)

1200 x 2150

1109 x 2096,5

1193 x 2140,5

12600 x 2174

1200 x 2140
(800 + 400)

1200 x 2150

1109 x 2096,5

1193 x 2140,5

1260 x 2174

1300 x 2140
(650 + 650)

1300 x 2150

1209 x 2096,5

1293 x 2140,5

1360 x 2174

1290 x 2140
(890 + 400)

1290 x 2150

1199 x 2096,5

1283 x 2140,5

1350 x 2174

1400 x 2140
(700 + 700)

1400 x 2150

1309 x 2096,5

1393 x 2140,5

1460 x 2174

1390 x 2140
(990 + 400)

1390 x 2150

1299 x 2096,5

1383 x 2140,5

1450 x 2174

1500 x 2140
(750 + 750)

1500 x 2150

1409 x 2096,5

1493 x 2140,5

1560 x 2174

1600 x 2140
(800 + 800)

1600 x 2150

1509 x 2096,5

1593 x 2140,5

1660 x 2174

1780 x 2140
(890 + 890)

1780 x 2150

1689 x 2096,5

1773 x 2140,5

1840 x 2174

1980 x 2140
(990 + 990)

1980 x 2150

1889 x 2096,5

1973 x 2140,5

2040 x 2174
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REVERSE FIRE DOORS
Реверсивные двери имеют универсальный тип открытия - они могут открываться/закрываться как
вправо, так и влево. Они отличаются от обычных дверных блоков конструкцией коробки и могут быть
только одностворчатыми серии CLASSIC (RAL 7035). Изменение открытия двери осуществляется путем ее переворота на 180°, в связи с этим конструкция является симметричной и сборной - порог и
потолочный элемент коробки прикручены к боковым элементам дверной коробки. В реверсивные
дверные блоки устанавливается специальный замок, не требующий изменения положения при перевороте двери на 180°.

BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:
• corner door unit;
• door leaf;
• hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and
functions as door closer);
• reverse lock;
• 2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
• fireproof door handles made of metal-filled
plastic;
• expandable strip (3,5x30 mm);
• deafening seal;
• dismountable threshold
• protective cover for transportation, which are
placed between the frame and the door leaf;
• anti-removal finger, which is installed on the
door leaf.

Options:
• electromechanical locks;
• door closers (depends on door leaf weight
and size);
• electric magnets;
• alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically
closes double-leaf doors in right order – first
the passive leaf is closed and then the active
leaf is closed);
• smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to
the door frame and to the ledge);
• glazing (square or round windows with area
not exceeding 0.25m2 in one leaf and with
thickness depending on fire resistance class –
from 6 to 25 mm);
• bump stops.

STANDARD DIMEMSIONS OF DOORS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size, Lp x Hp

Internal dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

External dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

700 x 2050

700 x 2060

615 x 2107

681 x 2050

750 x 2050

800 x 2050

800 x 2060

715 x 2017

781 x 2050

850 x 2050

890 x 2050

890 x 2060

805 x 2017

871 x 2050

940 x 2050

990 x 2050

990 x 2060

905 x 2017

971 x 2050

1040 x 2050

1100 x 2050

1100 x 2060

1015 x 2017

1081 x 2050

1150 x 2050

1300 x 2050

1300 x 2060

1215 x 2017

1281 x 2050

1350 x 2050

700 x 2140

700 x 2150

615 x 2107

681 x 2140

750 x 2140

800 x 2140

800 x 2150

715 x 2107

781 x 2140

850 x 2140

890 x 2140

890 x 2150

805 x 2107

871 x 2140

940 x 2140

990 x 2140

990 x 2150

905 x 2107

971 x 2140

1040 x 2140

1100 x 2140

1100 x 2150

1015 x 2107

1081 x 2140

1150 x 2140

1300 x 2140

1300 x 2150

1215 x 2107

1281 x 2140

1350 x 2140

Notation conventions
L = Door unit width
H = Door unit height
Lfm = Construction opening width
Hfm = Construction opening height
Lp = Opening width
Hp = Opening height
Li = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Hi = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
Lt = External dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Ht = External dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
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DOORHAN MULTIFUNCTIONAL TECHNICAL DOORS
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIFUCTIONAL TECHNICAL DOORS
CHARACTERISTIC

Value

Reliability, opening/closing cycles*

the 15 000 opening/closing cycle

Density of insulating filling

not less than 20 kg/m3

Door opening and closing force

not less than 150 N

Sound insulation

not less than 30 dB

Resistance to heat transfer

0,77 m2 0C/W

Door leaf weight

20 kg/m2

SINGLE-LEAF DOOR UNITS
BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:
• corner door unit;
• door leaf;
• hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and
functions as door closer);
• reverse lock (cylinder);
• 2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
• door handles;
• deafening seal;
• dismountable threshold
• protective cover for transportation, which are
placed between the frame and the door leaf;
• anti-removal finger, which is installed on the
door leaf.

Options:
• locks (electromechanical and anti-panic);
• door closers (depends on door leaf weight and
size);
• electric magnets;
• alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically
closes double-leaf doors in right order – first the
passive leaf is closed and then the active leaf is
closed);
• smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to the
door frame and to the ledge);
• glazing (square or round windows with area not
exceeding 50% in one leaf);
• bump stops;
• air grating.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS OF DOORS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size, Lp x Hp

Internal dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

800 x 2050
890 x 2050

External dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

800 x 2060

715 x 2107

781 x 2049,5

850 x 2084

890 x 2060

805 x 2017

871 x 2049,5

940 x 2084

990 x 2050

990 x 2060

905 x 2017

971 x 2049,5

1040 x 2084

1100 x 2050

1100 x 2060

1015 x 2017

1081 x 2049,5

1150 x 2084

1200 x 2050

1200 x 2060

1115 x 2017

1181 x 2049,5

1250 x 2084

1300 x 2050

1300 x 2060

1215 x 2017

1281 x 2049,5

1350 x 2084

800 x 2140

800 x 2150

715 x 2107

781 x 2139,5

850 x 2174

890 x 2140

890 x 2150

805 x 2107

871 x 2139,5

940 x 2174

990 x 2140

990 x 2150

905 x 2107

871 x 2139,5

1040 x 2174

1100 x 2140

1100 x 2150

1015 x 2107

971 x 2139,5

1150 x 2174

1200 x 2140

1200 x 2150

1115 x 2107

1081 x 2139,5

1250 x 2174

1300 x 2140

1300 x 2150

1215 x 2107

1281 x 2139,5

1350 x 2174

Notation conventions
L = Door unit width
H = Door unit height
Lfm = Construction opening width
Hfm = Construction opening height
Lp = Opening width

Hp = Opening height
Li = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Hi = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
Lt = External dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Ht = External dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the
height
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DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR UNITS
BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:

Options:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

corner door unit;
door leaf;
hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and
functions as door closer);
reverse lock (cylinder);
2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
door handles;
deafening seal;
dismountable threshold
protective cover for transportation, which are
placed between the frame and the door leaf;
anti-removal finger, which is installed on the
door leaf.

•
•
•
•
•
•

locks (electromechanical and anti-panic);
door closers (depends on door leaf weight and
size);
electric magnets;
alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically closes
double-leaf doors in right order - first the passive
leaf is closed and then the active leaf is closed);
smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to the
door frame and to the ledge);
glazing (square or round windows with area not
exceeding 50% in one leaf);
bump stops;
air grating.

STANDARD DIMEMSIONS OF DOORS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size,
Lp x Hp

Internal dimensions with
frame Li x Hi

External dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

1190 x 2050
(600 + 590)

1190 x 2060

1112 x 2016,5

1178 x 2049,5

1247 x 2084

1200 x 2050
(800 + 400)

1200 x 2060

1121 x 2016,5

1188 x 2049,5

1257 x 2084

1290 x 2050
(650 + 640)

1290 x 2060

1212 x 2016,5

1278 x 2049,5

1347 x 2084

1290 x 2050
(890 + 400)

1290 x 2060

1212 x 2016,5

1278 x 2049,5

1347 x 2084

1390 x 2050
(700 + 690)

1390 x 2060

1312 x 2016,5

1378 x 2049,5

1447 x 2084

1390 x 2050
(990 + 400)

1390 x 2060

1315 x 2016,5

1378 x 2049,5

1447 x 2084

1490 x 2050
(750 + 740)

1490 x 2060

1412 x 2016,5

1478 x 2049,5

1547 x 2084

1590 x 2050
(800 + 790)

1590 x 2060

1512 x 2016,5

1578 x 2049,5

1647 x 2084

1770 x 2050
(890 + 880)

1770 x 2060

1695 x 2016,5

1758 x 2049,5

1827 x 2084

1970 x 2050
(990 + 980)

1970 x 2060

1895 x 2016,5

1958 x 2049,5

2027 x 2084

1190 x 2140
(600 + 590)

1190 x 2150

1102 x 2016,5

1178 x 2139,5

1247 x 2174

1200 x 2140
(800 + 400)

1200 x 2150

1121 x 2016,5

1188 x 2139,5

1257 x 2174

1290 x 2140
(650 + 640)

1290 x 2150

1212 x 2016,5

1278 x 2139,5

1347 x 2174

1290 x 2140
(890 + 400)

1290 x 2150

1212 x 2016,5

1278 x 2139,5

1347 x 2174

1390 x 2140
(700 + 690)

1390 x 2150

1312 x 2016,5

1378 x 2139,5

1447 x 2174

1390 x 2140
(990 + 400)

1390 x 2150

1312 x 2016,5

1378 x 2139,5

1447 x 2174

1490 x 2140
(750 + 740)

1490 x 2150

1412 x 2016,5

1478 x 2139,5

1547 x 2174

1590 x 2140
(800 + 790)

1590 x 2150

1512 x 2016,5

1578 x 2139,5

1647 x 2174

1770 x 2140
(890 + 880)

1770 x 2150

1695 x 2016,5

1758 x 2139,5

1827 x 2174

1970 x 2140
(990 + 980)

1970 x 2150

1895 x 2016,5

1958 x 2139,5

2027 x 2174
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SINGLE-LEAF REVERSE DOOR UNITS
BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:

Options:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

corner door unit;
door leaf;
hinges (one of them is a spring hinge and
functions as door closer);
reverse lock (cylinder);
2 cylinders (plastic one and brass one);
door handles;
deafening seal;
dismountable threshold
protective cover for transportation, which are
placed between the frame and the door leaf;
anti-removal finger, which is installed on the
door leaf.

•
•

•
•
•
•

locks (electromechanical and anti-panic);
door closers (depends on door leaf weight and
size);
electric magnets;
alternate leaf closing regulator (automatically
closes double-leaf doors in right order – first the
passive leaf is closed and then the active leaf is
closed);
smoke control soundproof seal (mounted to the
door frame and to the ledge);
glazing (square or round windows with area not
exceeding 50% in one leaf);
bump stops;
air grating.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS OF DOORS
Door unit size, L x H

Construction opening,
Lfm x Hfm

Clear opening size, Lp x Hp

Internal dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

External dimensions
with frame Li x Hi

700 x 2050

700 x 2060

615 x 2107

681 x 2050

750 x 2050

800 x 2050

800 x 2060

715 x 2017

781 x 2050

850 x 2050

890 x 2050

890 x 2060

805 x 2017

871 x 2050

940 x 2050

990 x 2050

990 x 2060

905 x 2017

971 x 2050

1040 x 2050

1100 x 2050

1100 x 2060

1015 x 2017

1081 x 2050

1150 x 2050

1300 x 2050

1300 x 2060

1215 x 2017

1281 x 2050

1350 x 2050

700 x 2140

700 x 2150

615 x 2107

681 x 2140

750 x 2140

800 x 2140

800 x 2150

715 x 2107

781 x 2140

850 x 2140

890 x 2140

890 x 2150

805 x 2107

871 x 2140

940 x 2140

990 x 2140

990 x 2150

905 x 2107

971 x 2140

1040 x 2140

1100 x 2140

1100 x 2150

1015 x 2107

1081 x 2140

1150 x 2140

1300 x 2140

1300 x 2150

1215 x 2107

1281 x 2140

1350 x 2140

Notation conventions
L = Door unit width
H = Door unit height
Lfm = Construction opening width
Hfm = Construction opening height
Lp = Opening width
Hp = Opening height
Li = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Hi = Internal dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
Lt = External dimensions of door unit with frame across the width
Ht = External dimensions of door unit with frame throughout the height
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DOORHAN HANGAR GATES

DoorHan hangar gates are nonstandard moving constructions, intended for installation in large-size
apertures of building for various use. They are widely used in hangars, ship docks, X-ray cameras, locomotive
depots etc.
By designing, production, installation and maintenance of gates for aircraft hangars the company
DoorHan cooperates with OAO Giproniiaviaprom, which has been carrying on its activity since 1932.
All basic elements of hangar gate construction are manufactured at factories of the company DoorHan,
for example sandwich panels forextrenal and internal facing, support wheels and top rollers, system of
aluminium fasade profiles, safety systems and gate control units, seal elements.
The gates can have folding construction, supported construction rolling along building fasade and
supported construction rolling along one of building walls. Design, size, materials, components, technical
characteristics and other features are determined by the following parameters:
• engineering specifications of gates,
• characteristics of a building,
• drawings of area, where a gate system is to be installed.
Main advantages of DoorHan hangar gates
• when designing our gates, we take into account anticipated wind load, crane load and snow load;
• the gates meet fire safety requirements;
• gates are the main building fasade elements and that’s why our gates have appealing appearance;
• the gates have good heat insulation properties;
• it is possible to make a gate leaf, whose specific resistance to heat transfer exceeds the building
enclosure resistance;
• the system of electric operators for hangar gates ensures reliable move and stop of each moving
leaf in the position, provided by the project;
• for safe operation of gate systems, special blockings are provided, which do not allow to move
gate leaves if the wicket is open;
• in case of emergency you can open the gates by unblocking brakes of the electric operators;
• the seals installed along the whole perimeter of gate leaf ensure hermeticity of the gates. Their
fastenings are-easy-to replace if worn out;
• short delivery periods.
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DESIGN

For gate facades we use the following materials in different combination:
• sandwich panels
• celled polycarbonate with lock
• wide color range
• corrugated sheet, galvanized or with powder coating
• multi-chamber glass panes
• resistant to frost and wear-out film, used as sealant along the whole perimeter
The hangar gates can have nontransparent, transparent and combined fasade.

Options

If there is a need in an additional passage, a (single-/double-leaf) fire or technical door (DoorHan)
can be built in the gate. To enable entry of additional motor vehicles without opening all gate system the
industrial sectional gate (DoorHan) can be installed in one of the leaves. The gates are controlled using a
stationary (installed on the leaf) console or a remote control unit, which is blocked by key.

Examples of realized projects
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Rolling supported gate 96x14 m in the aircraft
maintenance hangar of the international airport
“Almaty”.

Rolling supported gate 168x14 m in the
commercial hangar of the international airport
“Sheremetyevo -1”, client – OOO Avia-group.

Rolling supported gates 18x5 m and 50x5 m in
the aircraft assembly hall, Hizhniy Novgorod.

Rolling supported gate 18x5 in the aircraft
assembly plant, client – OAO “Zavod 411 GA”
Minwody town.

Откатные опорные ворота 94х11 м в ангаре бизнес-авиации, заказчик - ООО «ТАИФСТ», международный аэропорт «Казань».

Special rolling supported gate for Russian
Space Forces.
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DOORHAN SLIDING AND SWINGING GATES

DoorHan sliding and swinging gate are intended for installation in street enclosures in order to
restrict access on fenced areas and to control vehicle passage. They have special way of opening/
closing: the leaf of sliding gates slides sideward on the roller supports along the internal side of the
fence, and leaves of swinging gates open inward or outward. Leaves of sliding and swinging gates
are made or aluminium profiles or sandwich panels edged with aluminium profiles. Due to wide
variety of sizes, roller systems, guides and electric operators, the sliding and swinging gates can
be used both for residential and commercial/industrial purposes. Wide choice of street gate design
options allows to balance the gate with the fence and the façade of the building, even though they
differ in style. Sliding and swinging gates are certificated and have certificates of conformance.
Main advantages of DoorHan sliding and swinging gates:
• noise protection,
• no welds,
• light structure,
• resistance to burglary,
• continuous operation at low temperatures,
• sustain high wind load,
• single design solution with DoorHan fence sections

SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

Sliding

Reduced heat transfer resistance

Swinging
1,13 m · С/W
2

Noise insulation

0

35 dB

Wind load

up to 700 Pa

Opening force

up to 15 kg

Burning quality group

Г2 as per GOST R 30244-94

Flammability group

В2 as per GOST R 30402-96

Gate leaf weight

18-20 kg/m2

12 kg/m2
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SLIDING GATE SHIELDS

Shields of sliding gates consist of aluminium profiles and sandwich panels, which can be positioned both
vertically and horizontally.

Shield consisting of sandwich panels

Shield consisting of aluminium profiles

Latticed shield consisting of aluminium profiles

Combined shield

Top of the shield can be both rectangular and arched. It can consist of aluminium profiles or decorative
aluminium pikes and ciphers. There is plenty of shield design element combinations, which imitate forging.
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DESIGN
Для дизайнерского исполнения уличных ворот на выбор предлагаются:
• 6 panel texture options: plain panel, fluted panel, panel with central groove, corrugated panel,
cassette, and corrugated panel with central groove;

plain

•

corrugated

corrugated with
central groove

cassette

stucco

wood grain

6 colors imitating wood: maple, wood brown, cherry, walnut, golden oak and green oak;

Maple

•

with central
groove

3 types of surfaces: flush, stucco and wood grain;

flush

•

fluted

Wood brown

Cherry

Walnut

Golden oak

Green oak

8 colors according to the international RAL-card: signal white (RAL9003), sepia brown (RAL8014),
signal blue (RAL5005), moss green (RAL 6005), wine red (RAL3005), white aluminium (RAL9006),
green beige (RAL1000) and signal grey (RAL7004).

RAL 9003 RAL 8014
RAL 5005
signal white sepia brown signal blue

RAL 6005
RAL 3005
moss green wine red

RAL 9006
white
aluminium

RAL 1000
RAL 7004
green beige signal grey

The panels can be painted in any color
according to the international RAL-card. The
colors can be distorted by printing out, use the
original RAL-card.

FURNITURE
The built-in windows serve as decorative elements and allow to view the space in front of the gate.

Size - 635х330 mm

Size - 607х202 mm

Size - 452x302 mm

Size - 452x302 mm

Size - 452x302 mm

Minimal distance from the left and from the right of window to shield – 200 mm
Minimal distance from the top of window to panel edge – 200 mm, from below – 150 mm.
Minimal distance between the windows – 80 mm.

All DoorHan street gates are equipped with
handles, which have ergonomic shape.

Handle-footstep

Industrial handle for
sliding gates

Aluminium handle for
swinging gates
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The street gates can be decorated aluminium pikes
and ciphers, imitating forging.

SAFETY DEVICES

pikes

ciphers

Speed breaker is intended for vehicle speed restriction and reduction of light between the gate leaves.
It is made of wear-resistant artificial rubber. If installed with street gates, it does not require making of the
groove in the pavement for wiring.

BUILT-IN WICKET

The wicket is installed in the leaf of sliding and swinging gates, if there is a need in additional passage to
the area without opening the gates.
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
If the bottom of the wicket enters the sandwich panel, the wicket is installed at a distance Hbottom 135 mm from the bottom.
If the top of the wicket enters the sandwich panel, the wicket is installed at a distance H top - 200 mm.
If the bottom of the wicket enters the panoramic panel, the wicket is installed at a distance Hbottom
– 130 mm from the bottom.
If the top of the wicket enters the panoramic panel, the wicket is installed at a distance according to
the selected position:
• up to the middle of the panel Htop = Hpan/2mm;
• up to the top of the panel Htop – 115 mm.
Modernized wicket
Minimal distance from the left and from the right to the shield Lleft =Lright – 1000 mm.
Minimal distance from the top to the shield is 150 mm, from the bottom to the shield – 75 mm.
Minimal wicket breadth Bwicket – 800 mm.
Maximal wicket breadth Bwicket – 800 mm.
Minimal wicket height Hwicket – 600 mm.
Maximal wicket height Hwicket – not defined.
Standard wicket
Minimal distance from the left and from the right to the shield Lleft =Lright – 400 mm.
Minimal distance from the top to the shield is 150 mm, from the bottom to the shield – 135 mm.
Minimal wicket breadth Bwicket – 800 mm.
Maximal wicket breadth Bwicket – 800 mm.
Minimal wicket height Hwicket – 600 mm.
Maximal wicket height Hwicket – not defined.
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SWINGING GATE (LEFT LEAF)

POSITION OF WICKET AND
WINDOWS IN LEAF OF
SWINGING GATE

POSITION OF WICKET AND WINDOWS IN LEAF OF SWINGING GATE
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POSITION OF WICKET AND
WINDOWS IN LEAF OF
SWINGING GATE

POSITION OF WICKET AND WINDOWS IN LEAF OF SWINGING GATE
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SLIDING GATES
CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the sliding gate consists of a shield, edged with aluminium profile, a beam, a loadbearing frame, a roller system, upper and bottom catchers.

Signal lamp
Guiding devices
Upper catcher
Gate leaf

Handle
Mounted pole with catchers

Electric operator

Bottom catcher

Load-bearing frame

End cap with end roller
Cantilever bar

BASE PACKAGE AND OPTIONS
Base package:
• gate leaf;
• set of catchers;
• system of rollers and guides;
• decorative caps for beam;
• mounting kit for rack.

Options:
• platform for electric operator;
• electric operator;
• signal lamp;
• remote controller;
• safety photocells;
• key-button;
• load-bearing frame;
• pole-catcher;
• speed breaker.

Diagram of permissible beam dimensions
Gate aperture height, mm

Gate aperture width, mm
Beam 71х60х3,5 mm

Beam 95х88х5 mm

Beam 138х143х6 mm
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AUTOMATION
For automation of sliding gates the company
DoorHan offers electric operators SL-1300/2100,
FAAC 741/746/844/884. Due to use of “oil bath:
technology (in all operators except FAAC 741),

operation intensity and life of electric operators
increase. The self-blocking reducer allow to close
the gate without installation of additional locking
arrangements.

Main advantages of electric operators:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

protection from electric operator overheat up to +125C;
noncontact end switches;
working temperature range from -40 up to +60 C
protection against unauthorized opening;
remote control is available;
high intensity of use;
dust and moisture protection rating IP54;
compliance with all Russian and European safety requirements;
due to manual release you can open gates if case of power cut;
control unit is positioned inside the electric operator body together with motor-reducer;
low noise level and overheat protection.

SL-1300/2100

FAAC 741

FAAC 746/844

•
•
•

Optional equipment and safety devices
external receiver
photocells
signal lamp
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FAAC 884

•
•
•
•

remote control
key-button for control
control module for cellular phone
thermal heater

SLIDING GATES

SL-1300/2100
SPECIFICATIONS
Model

SL-1300

Supply voltage

220V, 50 Hz

Current

2,5 А

Power

550 W

Motor speed
Capacitor capacity

750 W

22 mf

37 mf
1:32

Rack

M4, step – 12.5 mm

Gear wheel
Maximal moment

3,5 А
1400 rpm

Reducer ratio

Maximal linear force

SL-2100

Z16
900 N

1350 N

27,5 Nm

43 Nm

Thermal protection

125 °C

Intensity

70 %

Working temperature range

from -40 up to +55 0C

Ingress protection rating
Maximal gate leaf

IP54
1300 kg

Gate speed
End switches

noncontact magnet

Motor dimensions
Weight

2100 kg
10 m/min
270х290х200 mm

15 kg

16 kg

FAAC 741
SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply
Power consumption
Current consumption
Capacitor

+6% -10%/230 В, 50Гц
500 W
2,2 А
12,5 mf

Pulling pressure on gear wheel

650 Н

Rotational moment

24 Нм

Winding thermal protection

140 °C

Maximal gate leaf weight

900 kg

Gear wheel type
Gate speed
Maximal gate length
End switch type

Z16
12 m/min
15 m
magnet

Clutch

electronic

Frequency of use

S3 - 40%

Operational temperature

from -20 up to +55 0C

Electric operator weight

11 kg

Ingress protection rating

IP44
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FAAC 746/844
SPECIFICATIONS
AC supply
Power consumption

FAAC 746

FAAC 844

(B+6%-10% 50-60Hz)

(~+6%-10% 50-60Hz) 230V

300 W

650 W

Gear-ratio

1 : 30

Gear wheel type

Z16 - Z20

Rack
Maximal axial force
Maximal rotational moment

4 step module 12, 566
50 (Z16) – 62.5 (Z20) H

1100 (Z16) – 880 (Z20) H

20 Nm

35 Nm

Thermal protection of winding
Frequency of use

120 °C
70%

30%

Oil amount

1,8 l

Oil type

FAAC XD 220

Ambient temperature
Electric operator weight

from -20 up to +55 °C
14 kg

14,5 kg

Ingress protection rating

IP44

Maximal gate weight

400 (Z20) – 600 (Z16) kg

1800 (Z16) - 1000 (Z20) kg

Gate speed

12 (Z20) - 9,6 (Z16) m/min

9,5 (Z16) - 12 (Z20) m/min

(задержка) 50 (Z20) - 40 (Z16) m

40 (Z16) - 50 (Z20) m

Maximal gate length
Clutch

double disc in oil bath

Protective treatment

cataphoresis

Control card
End switch

780D
magnet or inductive

inductive

Electric operator characteristics
Rpm
Capacity

1400
300 W

650 W

Input current

1,5 A

3,5

Starting capacitor

25 mf

35 mf

(B+6%-10% 50-60Hz) 230

(~+6%-10% 50-60Hz) 230V

AC supply

FAAC 884
SPECIFICATIONS
Power supply
Consumption power

230V 3 phase/400V+N9+6% -10%) 50Hz
850 W

Gear ratio

1 : 43.2

Gear/rack

Z16 –for rack 30x30 model 6

Rated rotational moment

155 Nm

Maximal axial load

3200 N

Intensity of use
Oil amount
Temperature range
Electric operator weight
Ingress protection rating
Maximal gate weight
Gate speed
Maximal gate length

50%/ (2000kg) 100%
2l
from -20 up to +55 °C
50 kg
IP 55
3500 kg
10 m/min
42 m

Friction clutch

Double discs in oil bath

Body coating

cataphoresis

Body color

Polyester RAL 2004

Control unit

884Т (built-in)

End switches

mechanical
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требования к месту монтажа
Before installation of the electric operator
it is necessary to make sure that the automatic
system is safe and efficient and that the following
requirements are met:
• The gate shall be designed so, that it is possible
to motorize it – wheel diameter shall be
proportionate to the gate weight. Install the
upper guide and mechanical stops to prevent
falling of the gate.

•
•
•

The ground shall ensure stability of basement
socle.
There shall be no piping and cabling near the
socle.
If the motor is positioned in the area of vehicle
passage or manoeuvring, protection against
shock shall be provided. Check, if there is
earth connection for connection of the geared
engine.

2

4

2х1,5

5

TX

3

3х0,5

2х0,5

RX

1

3
6

2х0,5
1.
2.
3.

electric operator
signal lamp 2х1.5 mm2
photocells 2х0.5 mm2

4.
5.
6.

key-button 2х0.5 mm2
radio code keyboard 3х0.5 mm2
rack

SL-1300/2100

Gate leaf
Rack
Mounting base

FAAC 741
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FAAC 746/844

FAAC 884

RECOMMENDED STANDARD SOLUTIONS
By selection of the electric operator the gate leaf weight shall be taken into account:
• Up to 600 kg – FAAC 746
• Up to 900 kg – FAAC 741
• Up to 1300 kg – SL-1300
• Up to 1800 kg – FAAC 844
• Up to 2100 kg – SL-2100
• Up to 3500 kg – FAAC 884
General obstacles for installation of electric operators
• There is no cabling for photocells
• The gate weight exceeds designed capacity of the electric operator
• There is no additional passage to the area or wicket in the gate – you can not enter inside in case of
power cut.
• Separate high voltage/ low voltage cabling is not provided.
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TYPICAL ERRORS BY DESIGNING APERTURE FOR INSTALLATION OF GATES

When designing the aperture you shall take into account the following:
1. The distance, required for opening the gate shall be calculated correctly.
2. There shall be no obstacles in the gate operation area (such as trees, buildings, stand-alone wicket etc.)
3. The wiring layout shall be taken into account.
Examples of incorrectly designed apertures for installation of sliding gates:

Console part

L=B+B/2
L1=L+100 мм
L1 - Distance required for gate opening

зона работы ворот

There shall be no trees and buildings in
gate operation area

зона работы ворот

In case of stand-alone wicket, it shall not close
gate operation area and block its moving.
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ARCHED SLIDING GATE
AND GATES WITH PIKES

Dimension is specified by calculation.

ARCHED SLIDING GATE AND GATES WITH PIKES
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Assembly drawing

SLIDING GATE (FOR
APERTURE EXCEEDING 3 M)

Dimension is specified by calculation.

SLIDING GATE (FOR APERTURE EXCEEDING 3 M)
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SLIDING GATE (FOR
APERTURE UP TO 3 M)

Dimension is specified by calculation.

SLIDING GATE (FOR APERTURE UP TO 3 M)
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FRAGMENTS

Top catcher
Bottom catcher with latch

Scheme of operator fastening

Guide devices

Plate for operator fastening
Roller supports

Roller support for beam 138x144x6

Roller support for beam 95x88x5

Roller support for beam 71x60x3,5

FRAGMENTS
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DOORHAN SWINGING GATES
Construction
Construction of swinging gates consists of a shield, a mounted pole, edged with aluminium profile, and
hinges.

Signal lamp
Leaves
Hinges
Mounted pole
Control unit
Aluminium handles

Customer’s pole
Gate leaf

Latch

Swing operator

Base package:
Base package:
• shield, consisting of sandwich panels edged
with aluminium profile;
• aluminium handle of the same color as the
gate;
• universal set of fastening elements;
• set of side stops;
• set of mounted poles;
• latch in ground.

Options:
• built-in wicket;
• signal lamp;
• speed breaker;
• electric operator;
• remote control;
• safety photocells;
• key-button;
• mechanical lock;
• pole for concreting.

TABLE OF PERMISSIBLE DIMENSIONS FOR SWINGING GATES
Aperture height mm

Aperture width mm
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AUTOMATION

The company DoorHan offers two types of electric operators for automation of swinging gates hydraulic operators (they open gates inward) and lever type operators (they open gates outward).
Main advantages of electric operators:
• when using electric operators you do not need to install additional locks, as they can lock gates in extreme
positions
• electric operator stop in extreme position by end switches, that increases substantially life of electric
operators and gates
• convenient system of unblocking in case of power cut
• remote control of electric operator is available
• electric operator control cards are resistant to voltage jumps and unstable mains

•
•
•

FAAC 390

FAAC 391

FAAC 409

FAAC 411

FAAC 422

DoorHan SWING-5000/3000

Optional equipment and safety devices:
external receiver
photocells
signal lamp

•
•
•
•

radio control
key-button for control
module for control from cellular phone
thermal heater

Рычажные приводы
FAAC 390
Specifications
Supply voltage

230 V - (+ 6% - 10%)

Power consumption

280 W

Максимальный момент вращения

250 Nm

Angle speed

9 revolutions per second

Intensity
Working temperature

15 cycles/hour
from -40 up to +55 °C

Motor weight

11,5 kg

Ingress protection rating
Maximal length of one leaf

IP44
1,8 m without electromechanical lock, 3.5 m with electromechanical lock
Technical characteristics of electric motor

Rotation frequency

960 rpm

Reduction factor

1:640

Thermal protection

140 °C

Capacity

280 W

Consumpted current
Capacitor
Supply voltage

304

1,5 А
8 mf
230V ~ (+6% -10%)
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FAAC 391
Specifications
Model

391 E

391

Supply voltage
Power consumption

230 V
120 W

110 W

Maximal rotational moment
Angular speed

250 Nm
13 rotations per second

Intensity
Working temperature

80 cycles/day
from -20 up to +55 °C

Motor weight

11,5 kg

Ingress protection rating
Maximal length of one leaf

IP44
1.8 m without electromechanical lock, 2.5 m with electromechanical lock

Линейные приводы
FAAC 409
Specifications
Supply voltage

230V AC

Power consumption

300 W

Current consumption

1,3 A

Thermal protection

140 °C

Capacitor

8 mf

Force

300 dN

Travel

400 мм

Rod speed
Maximal size of one leaf

1,6 cm/sec
1,8 m without electromechanical lock, 4 m with electromechanical lock

Intensity at 20° C

35%

Approximate amount of cycles, not
less cycles per minute than, at 20° C

~25

Working temperature range

from -40 up to +55 °C

Weight of electric operator unit

8 kg

Ingress protection rating

IP44

FAAC 411
Specifications
Supply voltage
Power consumption
Current consumption

230V AC
250 W
1,1 A

Thermal protection

140 °C

Capacitor

6,3 mf

Force

200 dN

Travel

300 (1) mm

Rod speed
Maximal size of one leaf

1,6 cm/sec
1.8 m without electromechanical lock, 3.5 m with electromechanical lock

Intensity at 20° C

35%

Approximate amount of cycles, not
less cycles per minute than, at 20° C

~30

Working temperature range
Weight of electric operator unit
Ingress protection rating

from -40 up to +55 °C
6,5 kg
IP44
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FAAC 422 (гидравлический)
Specifications
Supply voltage

220+10% 50Hz V

Consumption power

220 W

Current consumption

1A

Pump engine speed

1400 rpm

Thermal protection

100 °C

Piston rod speed

1,3 cm/sec

Maximal size of one leaf

1,8 m without electromechanical lock, 5 m with electromechanical lock

Maximal used length of piston rod

240 mm

Intensity

90 %

Maximal force

5700 N

Hydraulic lock

yes

Oil type (recommended)

FAAC OIL XD 220

Oil volume

0,9 l

Weight of electric operator unit

7 kg

DoorHan SWING-3000/5000
Specifications

SWING-3000

Weight

SWING-5000

10 kg

Supply voltage

11 kg
220/50V/Hz

Current consumption

1,2 А

Capacity

150 W

Intensity

50

Ingress protection rating

IP54

Force

3000 Т

Lead nut speed

15 mm/sec

Temperature range

from -40 up to +55 0С

Size of electric operator
Travel

793х88х126 mm

993х88х126 mm

300 mm

500 mm

Range of electric operator use

Weight of one leaf, kg

Width of one leaf

SWING-3000

SWING-5000

800

1000

2,50

600

800

3,00

400

600

2,00

4,00

-

500

5,00

-

400

Requirements for mounting site
Wiring (general diagram)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Electric operators
Photocells
Electric control unit
Key-button T-10
Radio receiver
Signal lamp
Electric lock (if required)

For cabling use approximate stiffed lines and flexible hoses.
Do always separate low voltage cables from 230V cables. To
avoid interference, use screened cables.
Все размеры указаны в мм2
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FAAC 390
Recommended mounting dimensions for
inward opening

Opening angle

А, mm

B, mm

C, mm

Recommended mounting dimensions for
outward opening

Opening angle

А, mm

B, mm

C, mm

90°

50:150

110:130

610

90°

100:200

110:130

350

90°

150:250

110:130

600

90°

200:300

110:130

250

90°

250:350

110:130

580

120°

50:150

250:270

480

120°

150:250

310:330

400

FAAC 391

The bottom level of the rear bracket shall be
at the same level as the top edge of the front
bracket.
Mounting dimensions
FAAC 409

General rules on defining mounting
dimensions
• For 90 opening of a leaf: A+B=C
• For leaf opening exceeding 90: A+B<C
• Reduction of dimensions A and B causes
decrease of linear speed of a leaf.
• Difference between A and B shall not
exceed 4 cm: if the distance is more
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•
•
•

Speed instability will increase during opening and closing of the gate.
Distance Z shall be selected so, that the electric operator unit does not run into the support pole.
In LS constructive options the end switches work on the first and the last 30 mm long sections.
That’s why you should select such values of dimensions A and B, which allow to use all travel of
the electric operator unit. Travel overreduction can cause restriction or cancellation of switch
adjustment interval.
• Mechanical travel stops work on the first and the last 30 mm long sections; travel overreduction
can cause restriction or cancellation of switch adjustment interval.
If dimensions of the pole and position of hinges do not allow to install an electric operator unit, you
should make deepening on the pole, as shown in the picture, in order to keep value of dimension A. Size of
the deepening shall ensure easy installation, rotation of the operator and functioning of the release unit.
Opening angle

A

B

C

D

Z

L

90°

145

145

290

85

60

1110

110°

120

135

295

60

60

1110

90°

195

195

390

125

70

1290

110°

170

170

390

110

60

1290

FAAC 411

E
45
45

General rules on defining mounting dimensions
• For 90opening: A+B=C
• For leaf opening angle, which exceeds 90: A+B<C
• Difference of distances A and B shall not exceed 4 mm.
• Distance Z shall be selected so, that the electric operator unit
does not run into the support pole.
• In LS constructive options the end switches work on the first
and the last 30 mm long sections. That’s why you should
select such values of dimensions A and B, which allow using
all travel of the electric operator unit. Travel overreduction
can cause restriction or cancellation of switch adjustment
interval.
• End switches work on the first and the last 30 mm long
sections; travel overreduction can cause restriction or
cancellation of end switch adjustment interval.
If dimensions of the pole and position of hinges do not allow to
install an electric operator unit, you should make a niche in the pole,
as shown in the picture, in order to keep value of dimension A. Size
of the niche shall ensure easy installation and access to the release.
FAAC 411

Opening
angle

A

B

C

D

Z

L

E

Model 411 with opening
and closing stop

90°
110°

140
120

140
135

280
295

80
65

60
55

675
675

80

Model 411 with opening stop

90°
110°

150
135

150
135

300
310

90
80

60
55

690
690

90

Model 411 with opening
and closing stop

90°
110°

160
145

160
145

320
330

100
85

60
60

690
690

95
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General rules on defining mounting dimensions
If dimensions, specified in the tables can not be observed, take
into account the following recommendations by calculation of other
dimensions:
• for 90 opening: A+B=C;
• for leaf opening angle exceeding 90: A+B<C;
• reduction of dimensions A and B will cause speed increase.
We recommend to observe the current standards;
• difference between dimensions A and B shall not be less
than 40 mm;
• excess of specified dimensions will cause substantial speed
change while opening and closing;
• taking into account dimensions of the electric operator,
minimal dimension Z shall be 50 mm;
• if dimensions of the pole and position of the hinges
(dimension D) do not allow to get the required dimension
A, make a niche in the pole;
• dimension A shall always exceed dimension E.

FAAC 422

Recommended dimensions for standard electric operators
Opening angle

А, mm

В, mm

С, mm

D, mm

90°

120

120

240

70

110°

100

100

240

50

DoorHan SWING-5000/3000
pole
hinge

gate leaf (closed)

DoorHan SWING-3000
Opening angle

A, мм

B, mm

Cmax, mm

D, mm

900

130

130

60

720

120

130

110

50

720

0

DoorHan SWING-5000
Opening angle

A, mm

B, mm

Cmax, mm

D, mm

0

90

200

200

120

920

1200

200

140

70

920

Outward opening of gatesу
(only SWING-5000)
• Measure dimensions A and B
• Install and fasten the rear bracket on the
pole using an additional bracket
• Open the gate, measure distance E and
fasten the front bracket on the gate leaf
А

130

B

130

Е

720

External side of object

Internal side of object
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RECOMMENDED STANDARD SOLUTIONS
By selection of electric operators you shall take into account material from which the gate is made, its
dimensions, weight, use intensity and opening type.
• For middle-sized gates made of metal or sandwich panels, intended for residential use and with
inward opening, DoorHan SWING-3000 and FAAC 411 are to be used.
• For middle-sized gates made of metal or sandwich panels, intended for residential use and with
inward and outward opening ( in case outward opening, the electric operator is installed inside the
aperture) FAAC 409 is suitable.
• For aluminium and forged middle-sized gates for residential use with inward and outward opening,
FAAC 390 is used.
• For wickets and aluminium and forged small-sized residential gates with inward and outward
opening (in case of outward opening, the electric operator is installed inside the aperture), FAAC
391 is to be selected.
• For large and heavy industrial gates, FAAC 422 is selected. It is possible to install 2 electric operators
on one leaf.
• For large or middle-sized industrial gates made of metal or sandwich panels with inward and
outward opening (in case of outward opening, the electric operator is installed inside the aperture),
DoorHan SWING-5000 is used. It is possible to install 2 electric operators on one leaf.
GENERAL OBSTACLES BY INSTALLTION OF ELECTRIC OPERATORS
• There are no cabling for photocells and for the second motor.
• Pole dimensions do not allow observe mounting dimensions, specified in the direction (a niche
shall be made in the pole).
• Gate leaf design (of other producers) does not allow to fix properly the bracket (a rigid foundation
for bracket fastening shall be mounted).
• There are no mechanical stops for the electric operator FAAC 391 in case of outward opening of
the gate.
• There are no mechanical stops for the electric operator FAAC 409 in case of inward opening of the
gate (If you want to operate the electric operator with built in end switches, the full travel of the
piston rod shall be used.)
• There is no place for rigid mounting basements for mounting the front and rear brackets in the
same plane.
• No separate low/high voltage cabling (it can cause failures in work of electric operators and safety
device).
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SWINGING GATE (MOUNTED POLES)

Mounted poles

Height of operator fastening

Lamp

Lamp

Anchor wedged bolt

Unit

Unit

Swinging gate made of sandwich panels
Lock counterpart
Embedded plate (art. DH24619)

Swinging gate made of aluminium profile
Lock counterpart
Embedded plate (art. DH24619)

SWINGING GATE
(MOUNTED POLES)
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SWINGING GATE (POLES FOR CONCRETING)

Lamp

Lamp

Unit

Unit

or 150

Clearance

Height of operator fastening

Poles for concreting

Pole for concreting

Mounted pole

SWINGING GATE
(POLES FOR CONCRETING)
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DOORHAN STAND-ALONE STREET WICKET
DoorHan stand-alone street wickets have the operating characteristics and are made of the shield, which
are used for production of the gates. The gate and the wicket are made in common style.

Base package:
• wicket leaf
• Mounted poles
• Universal set of fastening elements
• Mechanical lock
• Aluminium handle
• Upper crosspiece for mounted poles

Options:
• Electromechanical lock
• Door closer
• Speed breaker

Table of standard wicket dimensions
Dimensions without taking into account clearances
Gate
aperture
height
mm мм
Высота
проема
для ворот,
3000

1900

0

900
Gate
aperture
width
Ширина
проема
дляmm
ворот, мм

1500
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STAND-ALONE WICKET

Lamp

Lamp

Unit

Unit

Clearance

Height of operator fastening

Poles for concreting

Mounted pole

Pole for concreting
STAND�ALONE WICKET
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STAND-ALONE WICKET

Mounted poles

Lamp

Lamp

Height of operator fastening

Anchor 12x120 wedged bolt

Unit

Unit

STAND�ALONE WICKET
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DOORHAN FENCE SECTIONS
DoorHan fence sections are used for fencing
of areas. One section consists of a rigid aluminium
structure filled with sandwich panels and decorative
aluminium profiles. DoorHan fence sections and other
building façade elements, such gates doors and rolling
shutters can have single design.

Main advantages of DoorHan fence sections:
• protection against noise;
• corrosion resistance;
• resistance to burglary.

Construction

Shield consisting of sandwich panels

Shield consisting of aluminium profiles

Latticed shield consisting of aluminium profiles

Combined shield

Base package and Options
Base package:
Options:
• shield consisting of panels and edged with aluminium • socle brace (If there is a socle, a brace can be
profile;
installed between the poles. The brace is fastened
• profile for fastening to pole;
to the socle. That ensures more rigid and resistant
• cover strip.
to wind load and burglary fastening).
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DESIGN

Для дизайнерского исполнения заборных секций на выбор предлагаются:
• 6 options of panel texture: plain, fluted, panel with central groove, corrugated, cassette and
corrugated panel with central groove;

plain

•

fluted

with central
groove

corrugated

corrugated with
central groove

cassette

3 types of surfaces: flush, stucco and wood grain;

flush

•

stucco

wood grain

6 colors imitating wood texture: MAPLE, WOOD BROWN, CHERRY, WALNUT, GOLDEN OAK and
GREEN OAK;

Maple

•

wood brown

cherry

walnut

golden oak

green oak

8 colors in accordance with the international RAL-card: signal white (RAL9003), sepia brown
(RAL8014), signal blue (RAL5005), moss green (RAL6005), wine red (RAL3005), white aluminium
(RAL9006), green beige (RAL1000) and signal grey (RAL7004)

RAL 9003 RAL 8014
RAL 5005
signal white sepia brown signal blue

RAL 6005
RAL 3005
moss green wine red

RAL 9006
white
aluminium

RAL 1000
grey beige

RAL 7004
signal grey

Table of permissible dimensions

The panels can be painted in any color according
to the international RAL-card. The color can be
distorted by print our, use the original RALcard.

3000
2700
2600
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900

height

1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600

width

3900

4000

3800

3700

3600

3500

3200

3400

3100

2900

3000

2700

2800

2600

2500

2400

2300

2100

2200

1900

2000

1800

1700

1800

1600

1500

1400

1200

1300

1000

900

700

800

500
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600

500

1
2
3
4
5
6
8

SHIELD CONSISTING OF
SANDWICH PANELS AND FRAMED
WITH MAIN BEARIING PROFILE

Parts
Main bearing horizontal profile
Large vertical cap
Large horizontal cap
Corner brace piece
Ushaped horizontal profile
Ushaped vertical profile
Sandwich panel

SHIELD CONSISTING OF SANDWICH PANELS AND FRAMED WITH MAIN BEARIING PROFILE
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Shield consisting of corrugated sheet
and framed with profile

Shield framed with main profile with
vertical crosspiece

Shield framed with profile

Shield consisting of sandwich panels
and edged with Ц�shaped profile

Lay�on mounting
Round poles

House

Street

House

Street

House

Street

House

Street
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Shield made of corrugated
sheet and framed with
profiles

Shield framed with main
bearing profile with
vertical crosspiece
Shield framed
with profile

Shield consisting of
sandwich panels and
edged with Ц�shaped
profile

Flush mounting

House

House

Street

Cut�in mounting

House
House

Street
Street

House

Street
Street

House
House

Street
Street

House

Street
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AFTERWORD
Advantages of applying DoorHan products by designing buildings
All products of the company DoorHan meet all requirements of the Russian industrial and building
standards. By development of our products we took into account not only climatic peculiarities but also
specific character of general construction in Russia and CIS-countries.
Wide choice of design options and technical realization of DoorHan products allow to solve any project
and architectural tasks.
Due to the in-house construction base, the company DoorHan designs and builds production and storage
structures, equipped with DoorHan products. That’s why any technical solution offered by the company
DoorHan is based on our solid experience and design cost optimization.
Benefits of cooperation with the company DoorHan
The most advantageous form of cooperation with DoorHan for engineering companies is a form of
agreement with subdivisions of the company DoorHan. In accordance with such agreement a subdivision of
the company DoorHan provides to an engineering company the following:
• up-to-date information on all technical developments of products under trade name “DoorHan”;
• information about new DoorHan products;
• place on-line versions of product drawings made in accordance with the Unified system of engineering
drawings standard;
• provide access to the technical information on-line base via the personal account on corporate website www.doorhan.ru;
• advertising information and documentation;
• to place information about the engineering company on web-sites of the company DoorHan (by
agreement with the engineering company);
• to conclude with an engineering company a dealer agreement, which provides wholesale price, if this
engineering company purchases DoorHan products.
Benefits of the cooperation agreement with the company DoorHan are not only optimal technical solutions
and design timetable reduction but also the commission at the rate of 15-20% from the cost of DoorHan
products, included in the project documentation.
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